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Proceedings of the Autumn 2020 and Spring 2021 meetings of the Society of British Neurological Surgeons

Proceedings of the Virtual SBNS Unlocked 2020 meeting of the Society of British Neurological Surgeons. This meeting was held on
23 October 2020.
The order of abstracts is that of presentation.
Any papers in the programme which were not presented to the society at the meeting have not been included.

ONCOLOGY
Redo craniotomy or Bevacizumab for symptomatic
steroid refractory true or pseudoprogression
following IMRT for glioblastoma
M. Backa, D. Jayamanneb, R. Cookc and J. Parkinsonc
a
Northern Sydney Cancer Centre, Sydney, Australia and The Brain
Cancer Group, Sydney, Australia; bNorthern Sydney Cancer Centre,
Sydney, Australia; cNeurosurgery, Royal North Shore Hospital,
Sydney, Australia

Objectives: There is minimal evidence to support decisionmaking for symptomatic steroid-refractory pseudoprogression or true progression occurring after IMRT for glioblastoma (GBM). This study assessed the survival outcome of
patients managed with redo craniotomy (RedoSx) or
Bevacizumab (BEV) for steroid-refractory mass effect after
IMRT for GBM.
Design: Retrospective analysis from prospective ethics
approved database
Subjects: Patients with GBM managed between 1/2008 and
4/2019 with the EORTC-NCIC Protocol. Those with symptomatic steroid-refractory mass effect within 6 months of IMRT
managed with either RedoSx or BEV were identified for
analysis.
Methods: Outcome of management with either RedoSx or
BEV was performed. For the primary endpoint of median
overall survival (OS) post-intervention, outcome was analysed
in regards to potential prognostic factors, and differences
between groups assessed by log-rank analyses.
Results: Of 428 patients managed with the EORTC-NCIC
Protocol, 78 (18%) required an intervention within 6 months
of IMRT completion for either true or pseudoprogression (49
with RedoSx and 29 with BEV). Clinical Features generally
favoured the RedoSx group: Patient with BEV were older
(55% >60yrs vs 41%) and more had biopsy at initial Sx
(28%vs12%). Pre-intervention no patients with BEV were
ECOG 0,1 vs 26.5% of RedoSx. Median OS post-intervention
was 8.5months (95% CI, 5.8–12.5) for RedoSx, and 9.7months
(95% CI, 7.9–13.6) for BEV (p ¼ 0.19). Age, time from IMRT,
and ECOG performance status were not associated with OS.
The pathology at RedoSx was predominantly treatment
effect in 71.2% of patients. 24.5% had necrosis only, 46.9%
had necrosis with residual atypical cells whilst 28.6% had
residual gross tumour. There was no difference in median
survival for those patients with atypical cells compared to
necrosis only (11.6 months vs 32.3months), but a significant
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difference to gross tumour with median survival of 4.6
months.
Conclusions: At time of symptomatic steroid-refractory contrast enhancement occurring in the six months following
IMRT for GBM, an intervention with BEV was equivalent to
RedoSx in terms of median survival.

Accuracy of perfusion-MRI in differentiating
treatment-related change and tumour progression
in post-resected glioblastoma
C. Murphya, S. Mathurb and A. Rayc
a
King’s College NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK; bNeuroradiology,
Royal Preston Hospital, Lancashire, UK; cNeurosurgery, Royal Preston
Hospital, Lancashire, UK

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the accuracy of
non-quantitative and quantitative DSC-MRI assessment of
progression and pseudoprogression in patients with highgrade gliomas. Our second aim was to identify statistically
significant DSC-MRI and DWI parameters that could be used
as a diagnostic value. We hypothesise that DSC-MRI parameters will be significantly higher in patients with progression
compared to pseudoprogression.
Design: Retrospective cohort study.
Subjects: Patients with high-grade gliomas who had undergone surgical resection and adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy were retrospectively identified.
Methods: Regions of interest were drawn around the contrast-enhancing regions and co-registered to DSC-MRI and
DWI maps. ROIs were mirrored to the contralateral normalappearing parenchyma for calculation of semi-quantitative
relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV). The mean, maximum
and minimum rCBV and ADC of progression and pseudoprogression groups were assessed using a multi-nominal
logistic regression to identify the best performing parameters in distinguishing the two groups. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to identify the best
performing threshold value to differentiate the two groups
and a Mann-Whitney-U test was performed on the best performing parameters.
Results: We identified a total of 35 patients 20 patients
with progressive disease and 15 with pseudoprogression.
The average rCBV (ACBV) and minimum rCBV (MNCBV) were
the best performing parameters (p ¼ 0.005 and 0.0073
respectively). Quantitative analysis showed the ACBV and
maximum CBV (MXCBV) was significantly higher in patients
with progression than pseudoprogression. ROC analysis
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showed a threshold ACBV value of 1.00 was able to distinguish progression from pseudoprogression with 100% sensitivity, 86.67% specificity, and area under the curve of 0.92.
Conclusions: Non-quantitative assessment of DSC-MRI is
accurate in determining patient progression or pseudoprogression from the first DSC-MRI study. We found significant,
quantitative differences in DSC-MRI parameters between
patients with progression and pseudoprogression; and such
parameters can be used to accurately differentiate progression from pseudoprogression.

Longitudinal white matter damage association with
sustained attention deficits after surgical
glioblastoma resection
J. F. L. van Helden, R. Sinha and S. Price
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK
Objectives: Cognitive dysfunction is highly prevalent
among GBM patients. One of these impairments is in the
domain of sustained attention and deficits therein impact
various activities in daily life, such as reading. We aim to
identify surgery-induced white matter (WM) tract disruptions
in glioblastoma patients and relate this to sustained attention. We hypothesised that reductions in fractional anisotropy (FA) in major deep WM tracts correlate with the
severity of sustained attention deficits.
Design: A longitudinal within-subject study to measure
changes in FA and accompanying changes in sustained
attention. Multisequence MR imaging was performed and
included T1 and DTI sequences. These were obtained before
surgery and up to three weeks after surgery. Cognitive
assessments were also performed before and after surgery.
Subjects: Sixteen glioblastoma patients (mean age ¼57.7;
SD ¼9.7; 10 males; right-handed) from the PRaM GBM study.
Methods: Neuropsychological assessments were performed
on an iPad using the OCS-BRIDGE tool to measure sustained
attention. DTI data were processed in FMRIB Software
Library (FSL). FA parameters were calculated and fed into
voxel-wise statistics using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS)
to measure WM deterioration and its relation with changes
in patients’ neurocognitive test scores, as measured with the
Sustained Attention Lighthouse Task.
Results: Significant positive correlations were found
between post-operative changes in FA and post-operative
decreased reaction times in sustained attention in the right
inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF; p ¼ 0.042), right
superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF; p ¼ 0.034), right cingulate gyrus (CG; p ¼ 0.042), and forceps minor (FM; p ¼ 0.038).
p-values are corrected for multiple comparisons.
Conclusions: We demonstrate that disruptions of the right
IFOF, right SLF, right CG, and FM tracts are associated with
decreased reaction times during sustained attention. The
current results can help neurosurgeons to perform risk analyses before surgery and guide targeted cognitive
rehabilitation.

CRANIAL RECONSTRUCTION
The UK cranioplasty study and development of the
UK cranial reconstruction registry
D. Fountaina, G. Whitingb, H. Meeb, E. Edlmannc,
A. Joannidesb, R. Piperd, C. Turnerb, A. Koliasb,
P. J. Hutchinsonb and on behalf of the BNTRC

a
Department of Academic Neurosciences, Salford Royal NHS
Foundation Trust, Manchester, UK; bDivision of Neurosurgery,
Department of Clinical Neurosciences, Cambridge University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Cambridge, UK; cDepartment of
Neurosurgery, Derriford Hospital, Plymouth, UK; dDepartment of
Neurosurgery, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust,
Oxford, UK

Objectives: Many questions remain without robust evidence
in performing cranioplasty operations, including the timing
following craniectomy and material. The Royal College of
Surgeons of England (RCS) have advised that all devices
should be registered with related data collection in appropriate national audits. The objective of this study was to establish and evaluate cranial reconstruction procedures in the
United Kingdom (UK) and Ireland.
Design: Prospective registry
Subjects: All patients undergoing cranial reconstruction in
the UK and Ireland.
Methods: The UK Cranioplasty Study was a prospective multicentre study for all patients operatively treated with a cranioplasty in the United Kingdom. Patients undergoing
cranioplasty insertion, revision, removal and re-insertion
between 1st June 2019 and 30th November 2019 were
included. Data collected includes basic demographic data,
craniectomy date and indication, cranioplasty material and
timing, and 30-day outcome.
Results: A total of 193 entries across twenty-one neurosurgical units in the United Kingdom were submitted, including
159 new insertions. Of new insertions, 101 (63%) were titanium, 90 (57%) included post-operative antibiotics and 63
(40%) included a wound drain. In 30-day follow-up, there
were 8 readmissions (5%), 7 infections (4%) and 3 new seizures (2%). There were 30 revisions or removals of cranioplasty submitted, most commonly for infection (n ¼ 18, 60%)
and skin breakdown (n ¼ 10, 33%). A steering committee has
been established to plan the continuation of the UK cranioplasty study as an ongoing registry.
Conclusions: The UK cranioplasty study is already the largest prospective study of cranioplasty in the UK and shows
promise laying the foundations for a robust registry while
providing important insights for outstanding research questions for clinicians performing this procedure.

Fifteen-year institutional retrospective case series of
decompressive craniectomy for malignant middle
cerebral artery infarction (MCAI) (2005-2020)
S. Lammy, A. Taylor, S. Willetts and St. George
Institute of Neurological Sciences, Glasgow, UK
Objectives: To re-assess institutional outcomes in patients
having a decompressive craniectomy (DC) for malignant middle cerebral artery infarction (mMCAI)
Design: Fifteen-year retrospective case series (2005-2020)
analysed demographics, co-morbidities, pre- and post-operative neurological state, operative timescales, craniectomy
dimensions and GOS at discharge and 6-months
Subjects: All DC for mMCAI (2005-2020)
Methods: We searched case notes in NHS Greater Glasgow
& Clyde and Scottish National PACS
Results: About 67 patients were identified (male/female
ratio 1:1.12). The mean age was 45 yrs (16–64 yrs). Co-morbidities, e.g. HTN were 48%. The dominant vs non-dominant hemispheric ratio 1:1.23. The modal ictal and
preoperative GCS and motor scores were 14 (M6) (range
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Results: Imaging data demonstrated that both sporadic and
NF2 related VS displayed increases in Ktrans (Spearman’s
Rho, p < 0.001), ve (p  0.004) and mean diffusivity (p < 0.001)
with increasing tumour size, and decreases in both R1N
(p  0.003)
and
fractional
anisotropy
(p  0.08).
Immunohistochemistry confirmed the imaging metrics in
sporadic VS and demonstrated that across all VS there was a
close association between tissue microvessel area and Iba1þ
macrophage density (r ¼ 0.55, p ¼ 0.002). In both tumour
groups, there was expression and co-localization of VEGF and
VEGFR1 within intratumoral macrophages.
Conclusions: We present the first in vivo comparative study
of inflammatory and microvascular characteristics across
sporadic and NF2 related VS. Our imaging and tissue results
indicate that in both these tumour groups inflammation and
angiogenesis are key contributors to the microenvironment
and should be viewed as therapeutic targets.

5–15) and 7 (M5) (range 3–12). The mean time from ictus to
INS admission was <24hrs (0.5–80 h) and INS admission to
decompression <12 h (0.5–72 h). The mean maximum AP
craniectomy diameter is >14 cm (10.00–17.00 cm) and surface area >100 cm2 (70.00–150.00 cm2). There were 21 titanium cranioplasties (6 revisions for infection) and 18 bone
flap re-insertions (2 revisions for infection). Aphasia occurred
in 52% pre- and post-operatively and 12% had seizures preand 12% post-operatively. The 30-day mortality was 19.4%
and 36% of patients had a discharge mRS <3
Conclusions: DC for mMCAI is suitable in select patients.
Our practice is still consistent with current evidence1

Reference
1.
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Lammy S., Al-Romhain B., Osborne L., et al. 10-Year institutional retrospective case series of decompressive craniectomy for malignant middle cerebral artery infarction (mMCAI). World Neurosurg 2016:96:
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PROCEEDINGS
Proceedings of the Virtual Spring 2021 meeting of the Society of British Neurological Surgeons.
This meeting was held on 15–16 April 2021.
The full abstracts of the oral presentations are followed by the titles of those submissions accepted as posters. The order of abstracts
is that of presentation.
Any papers in the programme which were not presented to the society at the meeting have not been included.

THURSDAY 15th APRIL
SKULL BASE/FUNCTIONAL SESSION
SBF1
The tumour microenvironment in sporadic and
neurofibromatosis type II related vestibular
schwannoma (VS): the same tumour or different?
D. Lewis, C. Donofrio, C. O’leary, A. Wadeson,
S. Rutherford, C. Hammerbeck-Ward, O. Pathmanaban
and F. Roncaroli
Geoffrey Jefferson Brain Research Centre, Manchester, UK
Objectives: Sporadic and NF2 related VS are known to differ considerably in their clinical behaviour but the extent to
which these tumours are similar in their inflammatory and
microvascular characteristics has not been established. In
this combined imaging and tissue analysis study we sought
to compare differences in the tumour microenvironment
across both VS groups.
Design: Non-randomized, unblinded prospective study
Subjects: Twelve patients with NF2 related VS and 24
patients with sporadic VS
Methods: Prospectively acquired diffusion MR and hightemporal resolution dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI
datasets from 20 NF2 related and 24 size-matched sporadic
VS were analysed and dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI
derived microvascular biomarkers (Ktrans, vp, ve, R1N,
tumoural blood flow) compared across the two VS groups.
Tissue from 17 imaged sporadic and a separate cohort of 12
NF2 related VS were examined with immunohistochemistry
markers for vessels (CD31), vascular permeability (Fibrinogen)
and tumour associated macrophage density (Iba1).
Expression of VEGF and VEGF receptor 1 (VEGFR-1) was evaluated through immunohistochemistry, western blotting and
double immunofluorescence.

SBF2
Three-dimensional modelling of skull base lesions
C. Y. Akhunbay-Fudgea, R. Cornsa, C. Derhama,
I. Andersona, J. Parmarb and A. Sheikha
a

Department of Neurosurgery, Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds, UK;
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Leeds General
Infirmary, Leeds, UK
b

Objectives: Skull base lesions represent some of the most
surgically challenging pathologies and pre-operative planning is essential to safe and effective surgery with preservation of neuronal function. At our centre, we have begun to
use three-dimensional (3D) printing to create pre-operative
models of such lesions with associated bony architecture
both for surgical planning and as an adjunct to training.
Design: Prospective Study.
Subjects: We have used this technique so far for 11 patients.
The pathologies treated included 2 Foramen Magnum meningiomas, 2 Petroclival meningiomas, 4 Spheno-orbital meningiomas, 1 Tentorial schwannoma, 1 Sphenoid Wing meningioma,
and 1 Supraclinoid ICA Aneurysm.
Methods: We obtained 1:1 scale 3D printed models for our
patients using volumetric scan images. The models were
printed using VeroWhite filament which produces a similar
hardness to bone and can be drilled.
Results: In our experience, the 3D models have been
remarkably useful and are used in addition to 3D planning
on neuro-navigation software for planning the best surgical
route. We used them to practice our approach in skills lab
prior to the actual operation. This allows for a safe dry run
of the procedure, pre-operative fine-tuning and provides
invaluable teaching opportunities for trainees. Additionally, it
allows for cranioplasty planning where extensive bony resection and remodelling is required, using printed models as a
negative mould. Intra-operatively the models have assisted
us with orientation and effective patient positioning and
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patients have found them helpful when used as part of the
consent process.
Conclusions: We feel the use of 3D printed models has positively impacted our centre by adding a new facet to our
surgical planning and a fantastic new tool in the operative
training of our trainees. We envisage this continuing to be
an integral part of our surgical practice and suggest it
becomes more commonplace in other units.

SF3
Neurosurgical management of trigeminal neuralgia
in the United Kingdom and Ireland: a survey of
current practice
D. Rowland, I. Bennett and N. Mendoza
Charing Cross Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust,
London, UK
Objectives: This survey and review of national audit data,
aimed to define current surgical management of trigeminal
neuralgia (TN) within UK and Ireland and gain consensus
regarding future organisation of TN services.
Design: Survey and review of national audit data.
Subjects: Neurosurgeons within UK and Ireland (via SBNS
mailing list).
Methods: A survey was electronically distributed to neurosurgical consultants and trainees in UK and Ireland. The Neurosurgical
National Audit Programme (NNAP) from 2014-2017 was reviewed
to establish the number of microvascular decompressions
(MVDs) performed by units and individual consultants.
Results: There were 52 respondents from 81% of neurosurgical
units in the UK and Ireland. MVD was the most commonly
selected treatment option (80%) for classical TN (vascular compression on MRI) and the most common surgical option for
Idiopathic TN (no evidence of vascular compression on MRI)
after medical therapy. For recurrent TN after MVD there was an
agreement for retreatment with surgery (96%), however no consensus regarding the surgical modality. 96% of responding units
offered a form of percutaneous rhizotomy but only 19% offered
all 3 (balloon, thermocoagulation and chemical). Respondents
disagreed with the centralisation of services but agreed that
there should be a minimum number of MVDs performed by a
surgeon a year to continue managing TN. NNAP results showed
that of 89 consultants performing MVDs in England within a 3year period, 49% performed 5 or less. 86% agreed that a standardised referral pathway for TN should be developed.
Conclusions: This survey indicates that MVD is the surgical
treatment of choice for classical TN and idiopathic TN within
UK and Ireland. There is variation in TN services offered with
a disparity between an agreement that TN should be managed by surgeons with a high caseload of MVDs, but disagreement with the centralisation of services. There is
support for the creation of a standardised referral pathway.

SBF4
Trigeminal balloon compression is safe and effective
in secondary trigeminal neuralgia
A. Kumaria, R. Kanjilal and S. Basu
Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham, UK
Objectives: Trigeminal Neuralgia (TN) is deemed as secondary when typical tic-like facial pain in trigeminal dermatomal distribution is secondary to causes other than
microvascular contact in the trigeminal root entry zone, for
example demyelination, tumour or irritation. Certain patients

with secondary TN may be candidates for Trigeminal Balloon
Compression (TBC). The objective of this study is to present
our experience of TBC in secondary TN.
Design: Single centre, retrospective study.
Subjects: All patients undergoing TBC at our department
between 2005 and 2015 with secondary TN were included
(minimum 5-year follow up).
Methods: Retrospective review of case notes/software.
Results: We found 17 patients (10 females, 7 males), age
range 37–79 (mean age 53). As such, secondary TN accounted
for 35% of patients undergoing TBC during this epoch. Pain
was right sided in 7, left sided in 7 and bilateral in 3; V2 and/
or V3 region pain predominated. TN was secondary to Multiple
Sclerosis in 14 patients and to tumours in three patients (one
case each of medullary low-grade glioma, pontine cyst and epidermoid). Six patients (43%) were regularly taking three or
more anti-neuralgic medications; six patients (43%) had previously undergone other destructive surgical procedures on the
trigeminal nerve including stereotactic radiosurgery, cryotherapy, radiofrequency ablation and rhizotomy.
Conclusions: TBC was uneventful and without any major
complications other than post-op mild hypoaesthesia and
loss of corneal reflex. All patients had significant resolution
of their symptoms at follow up. However, pain recurred in
six patients (43%). Timing since TBC to recurrence was 8–72
months (mean 29 months). Management of recurrent pain
was through repeat TBC (in 4 patients), up-titration of medication (one patient) and stereotactic radiosurgery (one
patient). Our experience suggests that TBC is safe and efficacious in patients with secondary TN.

SBF5
Ocular nerve palsy after percutaneous balloon
compression of the trigeminal ganglion: a single
institution’s experience over 10-years
K. Agyemang, A. Rose, O. Olukoya, A. Hegde and N.
Suttner
Institute of Neurological Sciences, Queen Elizabeth University
Hospital, Glasgow, UK
Objectives: Percutaneous balloon compression (PBC) of the
trigeminal ganglion and retrogasserian nerve is a well-tolerated treatment for trigeminal neuralgia. Extension of the balloon against the posterolateral cavernous sinus and
prepontine cistern can result in palsy of the abducens, trochlear and, less commonly, oculomotor nerve. We assess the
impact of balloon shape, duration of compression, demographics, and number of previous PBCs on palsy risk.
Design: Single-institution retrospective 10-year cohort study
(2010-2020)
Subjects: Ninety-nine patients underwent 131 procedures
Methods: Clinical and radiological records reviewed for
demographics, pain distribution, demyelinating condition,
balloon shape, compression duration, incidence of ocular
palsy and time to recovery.
Results: Median age 71-years (IQR19), female preponderance (66%), 45% multiple PBCs, a characteristic pear/pearlike appearance obtained on lateral projection in 77.4% of
cases; median compression 240 s. A 6.9% ocular palsy incidence was observed (3-abducens, 5-trochlear, 1-mixed),
median age 77 yrs(IQR 11), 78% female, 22% >1 PBC, 55%
pear/pear-like shape, median compression 135 s, trochlear
palsy took longer to recover (median 7v3months). Patients
70 yrs (p ¼ 0.027) and with intra-operative bradycardia
(p ¼ 0.009) were at higher risk. No significant association
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between duration >1 min (p ¼ 0.09), multiple PBC (p ¼ 0.9)
and non-pear shape (OR0.34; p ¼ 0.2).
Conclusions: PBC is a popular treatment choice for elderly
patients with trigeminal neuralgia. Previous studies have
reported abducens palsy in 2–3%, with balloon shape and
relationship of the outline to the porus trigemini and Reid’s
line as risk factors. We observed an increased likelihood of
ocular palsy for atypical balloon shapes, but only patients
aged over 70 showed a significant association.

S2
Validation of the cauda scale (TCS) for the
assessment of acute referrals with suspected cauda
equina syndrome.
A. Villabona, G. Amante, M. Youssef, N. Jayakumar and
P. Mitchell
Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK
Objectives: The Cauda Scale (TCS), previously described by
Todd, 1quantifies clinical findings in suspected Cauda Equina
Syndrome (CES). Clinical features in three domains are
scored: bladder function (0–4), perianal sensation (0–3) and
anal tone/squeeze (0–2). The study aim was to validate TCS
in the assessment of suspected CES referrals.
Design: Retrospective review of electronic referrals with suspected CES sent to our centre during a six-week period
(April–May 2020).
Subjects: One hundred and forty acute referrals were
reviewed. After exclusions, a total of 100 referrals were
included.
Methods: Two independent observers scored each referral
using TCS (worst possible: 0; normal: 9). Cohen’s kappa (k)
was used to measure inter-observer agreement (k  0.20 ¼
poor; 0.61–0.80 ¼ good; 0.91 ¼ excellent). A third independent observer reviewed the radiology report of the magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), the neurosurgical team’s opinion
and the treatment offered.
Results: Mean age was 52 years (95%CI ¼48.7–55.4) and
61% of patients were female. The two observers agreed on
bladder score in 86% (k ¼ 0.78, p < 0.001), perineal sensation
in 86% (k ¼ 0.74, p < 0.001) and anal tone in 94% (k ¼ 0.82,
p < 0.001) of the cases, respectively. Similar total TCS scores
were given by both observers in 72% of the cases (k ¼ 0.66,
p < 0.001). Mean TCS score for patients with radiological compression was 5.16 (95%CI ¼ 2.4–7.9) and 4.4 (95%CI ¼1.8–6.9)
for patients with confirmed CES. This was not significantly different to those patients without radiological compression
(6.15; 95%CI ¼5.6–6.6; p ¼ 0.25) or those without clinically
confirmed CES (6.18; 95%CI ¼5.6–6.6; p ¼ 0.072). Mean TCS
score was also not significantly different between patients
who underwent surgery (5.5; 95%CI ¼3.9–7) and patients
who did not (6.2; 95%CI ¼5.7–6.6; p ¼ 0.31).
Conclusions: TCS has good inter-observer agreement in
clinical assessment but it does not predict radiological compression or the need for surgery in suspected CES referrals.

SBF6
Patient selection and outcome of thalamic deep brain
stimulation for multiple sclerosis-associated tremor
M. Paranathala, P. Rai, R. Mills, N. Pavese, A. Hussain,
M. Duddy, C. Nicholson and A. Jenkins
Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle, UK
Objectives: Tremor is a disabling symptom of multiple sclerosis (MS), with limited treatment modalities. Thalamic ventral-intermediate-nucleus (VIM) deep brain stimulation (DBS)
is a method of neuromodulation with application in MSassociated tremor. We describe the long term outcomes of
our carefully selected patients who underwent VIM DBS for
their MS associated-tremor
Design: Patients with MS-associated tremor were referred to
our DBS service from the regional neurology units. Pre-operative
assessments included suitability for anaesthesia, quantification of
the tremor by Fahn-Tolosa-Marin (FTM) scores, and quality of life
Euro-Qol (EQ5D) measures. Exclusion criteria included prominent
cerebellar symptoms: ataxia and dysmetria, intracranial pathology such as ventriculomegaly, cerebellar plaques and thalamic
abnormality, and comorbid psychiatric symptoms.
Methods: Seven patients (3M: 4F) underwent thalamic deepbrain-stimulation for MS-associated tremor between September
2013 and February 2019. Mean age of patients was 42 yrs (±SD
8 yrs). DBS was performed at a mean of 13 years (±SD 9 yrs) after
diagnosis of MS. Measures of the tremor and quality of life were
repeated post operatively at each encounter.
Results: There were no post operative complications related
to surgery. All patients showed improvement in FTM tremor
scores, by up to 61% at 6 months post operatively. There
was improvement of between 30% and 175% of EQ5D quality of life scores at 6 months. Improvement of tremor and
quality of life post operatively was sustained over a long
period of follow up (mean 21 months ± SD 14 months),
including our longest duration at forty-eight months.
Conclusions: In our experience, with careful preoperative
selection, thalamic DBS is a safe, efficacious intervention for MS
tremor and can positively impact on tremor and quality of life,
with effects sustained over a long period. As patients live longer with MS and the advent of new therapies, DBS should be
considered in a carefully selected cohort of patients for tremor.

SPINE SESSION
S1
Campbell-Connolly Trauma Prize
Acute severe traumatic spinal cord injury: improving
urinary bladder function by optimising spinal cord
perfusion
F. Hogg
St George’s Hospital, London, UK
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S3
Suspected cauda equina syndrome: no reduction in
investigation, referral and treatment during the
COVID-19 pandemic
J. Woodfield, P. Brennan, P. Statham, J. Stone and
I. Hoeritzauer
Department of Clinical Neurosciences, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh, Scotland
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Objectives: To investigate the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on referral, investigation, and treatment of suspected
cauda equina syndrome (CES).
Design: Retrospective cohort study comparing CES referrals
and management during the initial three months of the
COVID-19 pandemic with the same months the previous year.
Subjects: Suspected cases of CES referred to a regional neurosciences centre.
Methods: Numbers, source, and management of referrals
were compared during and prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Findings were compared with other emergency neurosurgery referrals.
Results: Referrals for suspected CES did not fall during the
initial COVID-19 surge from March to May 2020 (n ¼ 275,
3/day) compared with March to May 2019 (n ¼ 261, 2/day,
p ¼ 0.6) despite a significant (19%) decrease overall in emergency neurosurgical referrals (2020: 1248, 12/day vs 2019:
1544, 18/day p < 0.001). Referrals for all subspecialties other
than spine fell significantly. A small decrease in referrals
from GPs (2020:19% vs 2019:28%, p ¼ 0.023) was offset by
small increases in referrals from both physiotherapists and
Emergency Departments. Decompression was undertaken in
19/235 (8%) patients in 2020 and 16/277 (7%) in 2019
(p ¼ 0.87). There were no differences in outcomes or complications at 30 days and no evidence for delays in presentation or treatment in those undergoing surgery. There were
no known COVID-19 cases within 30 days of operation.
Conclusions: Sustained presentations with suspected CES
during the COVID-19 pandemic is contrary to findings for
other emergency neurosurgical conditions. Persistence in
presentation when many stayed away from hospital highlights the distress and worry caused by the concept of CES
and its symptoms to patients and healthcare providers. Pain,
panic attacks, and pain medications have all been implicated
in contributing to the symptoms of CES, particularly when
structural causes are absent or only partially explanatory.
Our study shows that COVID-19 did not affect presentation
or management of CES.

S4
The morbidity of out-of-hours surgery in cauda
equina syndrome
A. Kumara, K. Badrana, P. Copleyb, A. Jamjoomb and
C. Barretta
a
The Institute of Neurological Sciences, Glasgow, UK; bThe Western
General Hospital, Edinburgh, UK

Objectives. There is no literature specifically addressing the
morbidity of out-of-hours surgery for Cauda Equina
Syndrome (CES). This is conceded as a known unknown in
the British Association of Spinal Surgeons most recent standards of care. Our paper rectifies this in the first national
study on this cohort of patients.
Design. A retrospective case series analysis.
Subjects. Patients undergoing out of hours surgery for CES
in Scotland in 2017.
Methods. Individual cases were identified using local electronic theatre management systems in the four neurosurgical centres for Scotland in 2017. “Out of hours” surgery was
defined as starting outside the times 0900-1700 Monday to
Friday.
Results. Eighty six patients underwent out of hours surgery
for CES over one year. Age range was 16–72 yrs with mean
age 48.5 yrs. 75% of operations (n ¼ 64) started between
18:00–06:00 h. Operations were performed by neurosurgical

trainees/clinical fellows alone in 60% of cases (n ¼ 52). Four
patients had an operative complication of CSF leak giving a
risk of 4.7%. Seven patients underwent early re-operation for
either: post-operative haematoma; repair of CSF leak; or
residual symptomatic disc giving a re-operation risk of 8.1%.
Conclusions. The morbidity of out-of-hours surgery for CES
is comparative to that of elective microdiscectomy. In our
units the majority of these operations are being performed
by trainees or clinical fellows alone and in the night.
Operating out of hours for CES does not present an
increased risk of morbidity to patients and should not be
factored into decision making with regards to timing of
surgery.

S5
Influencing factors on long-term mental wellbeing
and functioning in patients following surgery for
cauda equina surgery
J. E. Hazelwooda, I. Hoeritzauerb and
A. K. Demetriadesb
a

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London, UK; bDepartment of
Clinical Neuroscience, Edinburgh, UK
Objectives. Primary aim – to assess the long-term post-operative mental functioning of patients who underwent surgery
for cauda equina syndrome (CES). Secondary aims – to
assess bladder, bowel and sexual function and investigate
the effects of dysfunction in these domains on mental
functioning.
Design. Telephone-based assessment of a cohort of
patients.
Subjects. A cohort of 46 patients identified using an existing, ethically approved database of patients undergoing surgical decompression for CES from August 2013 to November
2014 at a regional centre.
Methods. This cohort completed validated questionnaires
over the telephone assessing their mental and physical functioning (Short-Form 12 Questionnaire), generating the
Physical Component Summary (PCS) and Mental Component
Summary (MCS). Bladder, bowel and sexual function were
also assessed using validated questionnaires. PCS and MCS
scores were compared to Scottish means, and correlations
with function in other domains assessed. Independent t-tests
assessed differences in MCS score between those with and
without dysfunction in these domains.
Results. Forty-six participants with a mean follow-up time of
43 months completed the study. The mean PCS score was
39 (±11.3) and mean MCS was 49 (±11.8) with 48% and 22%
demonstrating physical and mental dysfunction respectively.
There was significant negative correlation between MCS and
sexual function (–0.349), bowel function (–0.556), urinary
function (–0.608), whereby an increase in dysfunction was
associated with a reduction in mental functioning. Those
with objective sexual, bowel and bladder dysfunction had
significantly poorer MCS scores. There was no significant difference between those with good physical function and
those without.
Conclusions: The following are the conclusions: –(1) This
study demonstrates a high prevalence of mental dysfunction
in these patients. –(2) It also identifies key outcome measures (bladder, bowel and sexual dysfunction) that are associated with poorer mental wellbeing. –(3) This provides
objective information to allow better-targeted mental health
support to those most in need.
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S6
Is surgical intervention for cauda equina syndrome
safe out-of-hours? A single institute experience
R. Lyona, A. B. Mirzaa, Q. A. Bannaa, T. Boardmanb,
A. Kailaya-Vasana, C. Kellettc and G. Grahovaca
a

Department of Neurosurgery, Kings College Hospital, London, UK;
Kings College Hospital, London, UK; cSt Georges University
Hospital, London, UK
b

Objectives: Cauda Equina Syndrome (CES) is a surgical
emergency that can have devastating consequences if surgery is delayed. Despite this, performing surgery out of
hours can result in considerably higher rates of serious intraoperative complications, potentially worsening outcomes for
patients. Due to this, the impact of expediting surgery is
contentious. In this study, we present our surgical experience and outcomes in CES patients over 8 years, with the
aim of assessing the risk of out-of-hours surgery for CES.
Design: Retrospective, single-centre case series study.
Subjects: 278 patients who presented with CES as a result
of disc protrusion. Gathered from electronic patient records
between December 2011 and October 2019.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of the patients’ inpatient
events and outcome at follow up. Patient demographics,
clinical presentation symptoms, management (including surgery and complications), and follow up data was extracted.
Patient outcomes were assessed by symptom resolution at
outpatient clinic follow up. Outcomes were compared
between those operated on out-of-hours vs in-hours and
according to the grade of the surgeon.
Results: The most common presenting symptoms were
lower back pain, sciatica, and urinary dysfunction. 51% of
those with urinary dysfunction had no motor deficit. There
was a 14% greater incidence of complications during out-ofhours operations compared to in-hours. Most out-of-hours
operations were performed by less senior surgeons and
there were higher rates of intraoperative complications
among lower grade surgeons at all times. Complications led
to a mean postoperative inpatient stay 5 days longer than
uncomplicated cases.
Conclusions: Our analysis suggests that emergency decompressive surgery for patients with cauda equina syndrome
was associated with a higher incidence of serious complications if performed out of standard working hours. There was
no significant improvement in outcomes for patients who
underwent surgical intervention out-of-hours. In conclusion,
we agree with current guidance advising avoidance of outof-hours surgery for CES where possible.

NPH and CSF
CSF1
John Pickard CSF Essay Prize
Classification of LOVA in adults: a cluster analysis
C. L. Craven, R. Ramkumar, L. D’Antona, S. D.
Thompson, L. Thorne, L. D. Watkins and A. K. Toma
The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery
Introduction: Chronic ventriculomegaly in the absence of
raised intracranial pressure (ICP) is a known entity in adult
hydrocephalus practice. The natural history and indication
for treatment is, however, poorly defined. A highly heterogeneous group, some adults with ventriculomegaly are

asymptomatic, whilst others have life-threatening deteriorations. We hypothesise that the various presentations can be
sub-typed and represent different stages of decompensation.
We perform a cluster analysis on a cohort of patients with
chronic ventriculomegaly with the aim to elucidate typical
clinical characteristics and outcomes in chronic ventriculomegaly in adults.
Method: Data were collected from 79 patients referred to a
single centre with chronic ventriculomegaly, including demographics, presenting symptoms, 24-hour intracranial pressure
monitoring (24-hour ICPM). We perform a statistical cluster
analysis to determine the presence of sub-groups.
Results: Four main subgroups and one highly dissimilar
group were identified. Patients with ventriculomegaly commonly have a perinatal event followed by four main presentations: (1) incidental ventriculomegaly with or without
headache, (2) highly symptomatic presentation (including
reduced consciousness) and raised ICP (3) early-presenting
with symptoms of headache and nausea (with abnormal pulsatility) and (4) late-presenting with features common to
NPH. Each symptomatic group has characteristic radiological
features, ICPM and responses to treatment.
Conclusion: Cluster analysis has identified sub-groups of
adult patients with ventriculomegaly. Such groups may represent various degrees of decompensation. Surgical interventions may not be equally effective across the sub-groups,
presenting an avenue for further research. The identified
sub-types provide further insight into the natural history of
this lesser studied form of hydrocephalus.

CSF2
Ophthalmology and MRI imaging biomarkers of
raised intracranial pressure: which one comes first?
L. D’Antona, H. Asif, A. Vassiliou, C L Craven,
J. McHugh, L. Thorne, M. S. Matharu, F. Bremner and
L. D. Watkins
The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, London, UK
Objectives: Ophthalmic and brain imaging signs have been
proposed as potential non-invasive biomarkers of raised
Intracranial Pressure (ICP). This study describes the 24-hour
ICP monitoring results of patients affected by chronic cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) dynamics disorders stratifying by the
presence/absence of these non-invasive biomarkers. The
level of ICP required for the appearance of ophthalmology
and/or imaging features of raised ICP was investigated.
Design: Single-centre retrospective observational study.
Subjects: Consecutive series of patients investigated with
elective 24-hour ICP monitoring for chronic CSF dynamics
disturbances between January 2017 and February 2020.
Methods: The inclusion criteria were: (a) brain MRI imaging
performed within 3 months of the ICP monitoring, (b) ophthalmology assessment during ICP monitoring period including assessment of papilloedema (Frisen) and spontaneous
venous pulsation (SVP, through infrared video recording). All
the non-invasive biomarkers of raised ICP were graded
(present/absent) by two independent observers masked to
the ICP results. The following biomarkers were considered:
papilloedema, absence of SVP, concave/empty sella, vertical
tortuosity and nerve sheath distension of optic nerves.
Results: Forty-five patients (mean age 39 ± 14SD, 38
females) met the inclusion criteria. The indications for 24hour ICP monitoring were diverse. The median 24-hour ICP
was 7 ± 8 mmHg ranging from –6 to 30 mmHg. The average
24-hour ICPs of patients with biomarkers of raised ICP were
as follows: concave/empty sella (24 patients) 12 ± 8 mmHg,
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vertical tortuosity of the optic nerves (13 patients)
16 ± 7 mmHg, distension of the optic nerve sheath (15
patients) 14 ± 8 mmHg, absence of SVP (10 patients)
19 ± 9 mmHg, papilloedema (2 patients) 23 ± 9 mmHg.
Conclusions: In patients with chronic CSF dynamics disorders, the ICP levels required for the development of noninvasive signs of raised ICP are lower for imaging than ophthalmology biomarkers. The earliest sign of raised ICP is a
concave or empty sella.

CSF3
Telemetric ICP monitoring after neuroendoscopic
treatment of hydrocephalus: a valuable tool to
recognise treatment failure
M. Khan, M D Gouveia, L. D’Antona, M. Elborady,
A. Pandit, C L Craven, L. Thorne and L. D. Watkins
The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, London, UK
Objectives: The clinical and imaging improvement of hydrocephalic patients treated with neuroendoscopy can often be
delayed. In these cases, the suspicion of treatment failure
could mislead the clinician and trigger the unnecessary conversion to a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) drainage shunt system.
This study investigates the utility of post-neuroendoscopy
intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring employing a new generation non-invasive ICP measuring reservoir.
Design: Single-centre prospective observational study.
Subjects: Consecutive series of patients treated for hydrocephalus with neuroendoscopy and the implantation of a telemetric ICP measuring reservoir in the period between
2018-2020.
Methods: Patients were prospectively identified. Data on
demographics, baseline clinical characteristics, indications for
neuroendoscopic treatment, clinical outcomes, imaging outcomes and post-operative ICP readings were collected.
Results: Nine patients (5F, 4M) with a mean age of 28 years
(±10 SD) were included. The indications for treatment were
as follows: 4 colloid cysts, 4 aqueduct stenosis and 1 communicating hydrocephalus. ICP measurements in the postoperative period allowed to confirm the success of neuroendoscopic treatment in 3 patients who presented clear clinical
and imaging improvement. Two patients had persisting
symptoms and no imaging improvement on brain MRI and
CSF flow studies. In these cases, post-operative ICP measurements were persistently raised and confirmed neuroendoscopic treatment failure therefore patients underwent the
conversion to CSF drainage shunts. Finally, 4 patients had a
delayed clinical improvement and normal post-operative ICP
permitted to exclude ETV failure and avoided further
unnecessary treatment.
Conclusions: Non-invasive ICP monitoring after neuroendoscopic procedures can be performed through the use of a
new generation telemetric ICP measuring device and represents a valuable tool for the recognition of patients requiring
conversion to a CSF drainage shunt.

CSF4
Role of DESH, callosal angle and cingulate sulcus
sign in prediction of gait responsiveness after
shunting in iNPH patients
P. Skalickya, A. Vlasaka, A. Mladeka, J. Vranab,
M. Bajacekc, H. Whitleya, V. Benesa and O. Bradaca

a
Department of Neurosurgery and Neurooncology, First Medical
Faculty, Charles University and Military University Hospital, Prague,
Czech Republic; bDepartment of Radiology, Military University
Hospital, Prague, Czech Republic; cDepartment of Neurology,
Military University Hospital, Prague, Czech Republic

Objectives: Primary endpoint of this single-centre, prospective consecutive cohort study was to evaluate DESH score,
CA, CSS and Evans index of suspected iNPH patients against
the reference standard of lumbar infusion test (LIT) and
external lumbar drainage (ELD) in prediction of gait response
after VP shunt implantation in patients with idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (iNPH).
Design: Patients were assigned to NPH and non-NPH
groups based on LIT and ELD results. Age-matched controls
were added for group comparison.
Subjects: Thirty-two NPH, 46 non-NPH and 15 control subjects were enrolled in the study.
Methods: Comparisons of continuous variables were made
using ANOVA or t test for repeated measures. Subsequent
testing after ANOVA was performed using Fisher LSD test.
Comparisons of categorical variables were done using Chisquare test. In all cases, a p value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.
Results: There were significant differences in mean preoperative DESH scores of NPH, non-NPH and control groups
(6.3 ± 2.3 ([±SD]) (range 2–10) vs 4.5 ± 2.4 (range 0–10) vs
1.0 ± 1.2 (range 0–4)). Differences in mean CA and Evans
index were not significant between NPH and non-NPH
groups. CSS showed 62.5% sensitivity, 60.87% specificity, 52,
63% PPV and 70% NPV for differentiation of NPH and nonNPH groups. A CA of 68 degrees had 48.49% sensitivity,
76.09% specificity, 59.26% PPV 67.31% NPV and DESH score
of 4 had 93.75% sensitivity, 41.30% specificity, 52.63% PPV
and 90.48% NPV for differentiation between NPH and nonNPH groups.
Conclusions: The groups of probable iNPH patients with
gait impairment diagnosed by high DESH score or positive
functional testing did not overlap and DESH score did not
correlate with gait improvement after ELD. DESH score
should not be used as a simple diagnostic or prognostic
marker of iNPH and we could not confirm the benefit of
measurement of callosal angle and cingulate sulcus sign.

CSF5
Pre-admission therapy assessments reduce
postoperative length of stay in normal pressure
hydrocephalus
L. D’Antona, H. Mohamed, M. Elborady, C. L. Craven,
K. Tariq, S. Thompson, L. Thorne, L. D. Watkins and
A. Toma
The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, London, UK
Objectives: Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus (NPH) patients
are elderly, frail and affected by multiple co-morbidities.
Well-selected NPH patients benefit from the insertion of a
ventriculoperitoneal shunt. NPH patients are often affected
by postoperative mobility issues that can cause delays in the
discharge process. In this study we tested the effect of a
pre-admission therapy assessment on the postoperative
length of stay of NPH patients admitted for shunt insertion.
Design: Prospective observational study.
Subjects: Consecutive series of NPH patients admitted for
insertion of ventriculoperitoneal shunts before and after the
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introduction of the pre-admission therapy assessment (May
2017–April 2018 and April 2019–March 2020 respectively).
Methods: Patients were prospectively identified and data
on the demographics, baseline clinical status (co-morbidities,
ASA grade) and postoperative length of stay were collected.
A standardised postoperative morbidity survey was completed on day 4, 7 and 10 after surgery to assess postoperative morbidities and identify specific reasons for discharge
delays. The postoperative length of stay of patients admitted
before and after the introduction of the pre-admission therapy assessment were compared. The pre-admission therapy
assessment consisted in a standardised telephone occupational therapy review.
Results: Ninety-one consecutive NPH patients were admitted in the study period (45 before and 46 after the introduction of the pre-admission therapy assessment). The mean
age was 75 years and most were males (n ¼ 62). The baseline characteristics of the two groups were similar (age, sex,
ASA grades). The introduction of the pre-admission therapy
assessment significantly reduced the overall postoperative
length of stay from 7.3 (7.5 SD) days to 4.2 (3.2 SD)
(unpaired t-test p ¼ 0.01). The number of patients affected
by postoperative mobility issues also significantly improved
from 11 to 3 (Fisher exact test p ¼ 0.01).
Conclusions: Pre-admission therapy assessments in NPH
patients treated with ventriculoperitoneal shunts, reduce the
incidence of postoperative mobility issues and significantly
reduce postoperative length of stay.

ANTI-COAGULATION IN NEUROSURGERY
AC1
National venous thrombo-embolism prophylaxis
practice for post-discharge neuro-oncology patients
O. Thompson, T. Scott, I. Haq and A. White
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK
Objectives: Post-operative neuro-oncology patients are at
increased risk of developing venous thrombo-embolism
(VTE). 1There are no NICE guidelines on extended prophylaxis with low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) for neurooncology patients. 2 We ato aimed to ascertain post-discharge VTE prophylaxis practice in neurosurgical centres in
the United Kingdom.
Design: A telephone survey of neurosurgical centres in the
United Kingdom.
Methods: We conducted telephone consultations with
either neuro-oncology clinical nurse specialists, neurosurgery
senior house officers or registrars. The following questions
were asked: 1. Does your hospital have guidelines regarding
extended prophylaxis with LMWH for neuro-oncology
patients? 2. Are neuro-oncology patients discharged with
LMWH? 3. What advice is given with regards to TED
stockings?
Results: Out of 37 adult neurosurgical centres, 27
responded to the questions. No adult neurosurgical unit in
the UK has local guidelines on extended prophylaxis with
LMWH for neuro-oncology patients. Post-discharge LMWH is
routinely prescribed in 2 neurosurgical centres, non-routinely
prescribed in 21 centres and rarely prescribed in 4 centres.
There is a wide range of advice provided to neuro-oncology
patients regarding TED stockings on discharge with some
units not recommending TED stockings and others recommending 2 to 6 weeks of use.
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Conclusions: There are no NICE guidelines for extended
LMWH use for VTE prophylaxis in neuro-oncology patients in
the United Kingdom. Practices vary according to consultant’s
preferences and TED stocking use is also variable. More evidence is required to inform optimal VTE practice in neurooncology patients.

References
1.
2.

Alshehri N., Cote D. J., Hulou M. M., et al. Venous thromboembolism
prophylaxis in brain tumor patients undergoing craniotomy: a metaanalysis. J Neuro-oncol 2016;130:561–70.
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence. Venous thromboembolism in over 16s: reducing the risk of hospital-acquired deep
vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism 2019 Available from: https://
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng89.

AC2
Pharmacological prophylaxis of venous
thromboembolism and haemorrhage after
neurosurgery: a retrospective case series and
systematic review
I. Tan, A. Pandit and A. Toma
The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, London, UK
Objectives: Limited evidence exists regarding the optimal
timing of postoperative prophylaxis of venous thromboembolism (VTE) with low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) for
neurosurgical patients. We aimed to investigate the timing
of postoperative haemorrhage in neurosurgery and its association with LMWH prophylaxis.
Design: Single-centre retrospective case series and systematic review.
Subjects: Adult patients who returned to theatre unexpectedly with radiologically evident new bleeding after cranial or
spinal procedures performed for any indication except primary endovascular interventions, bleeding distant from operative site, and re-accumulation of chronic subdural
haematoma.
Methods: Cases were identified using morbidity and mortality data from 2014 to 2019. Operative times, LMWH administration times and imaging reports were obtained from
institutional records. Given the variability of symptoms, the
time at which haemorrhage was reported radiologically was
used as the time-point that haemorrhage was evident.
Results: Thirty six patients were included (19 females and
17 males), of whom 28 and 8 underwent cranial and spinal
procedures respectively. 13.9% (n ¼ 5) of primary operations
were related to intracranial haemorrhage. The overall risk of
postoperative haemorrhage in 2018 was 0.7%. Haemorrhage
was reported at 1 hour to 23 days postoperatively. 52.8%
(n ¼ 19) of bleeding events occurred within 24 hours of surgery, 16.7% (n ¼ 6) occurred between 24 and 48 hours, and
30.6% (n ¼ 11) occurred after 48 hours. 19.4% (n ¼ 7) of the
group had been given postoperative LMWH, which was
administered at a median time of 43 hours after surgery
(range ¼27–559 h). Bleeding occurred between 21 hours and
22 days after the first dose.
Conclusions: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study exploring the timing of haemorrhage after neurosurgery in the UK. Postoperative haemorrhage occurs at variable times, and a significant proportion occurs after LMWH
prophylaxis. A systematic review is underway to investigate
the use of LMWH prophylaxis and other risk factors associated with postoperative haemorrhage.
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AC3
Does the use of anticoagulants or antiplatelet
agents increase the risk of mortality in patients with
traumatic brain injury?
H L Mayea, M. Waqara, F. Colombob, J. Khanc,
E. Denison-Daviesc and E. Lekkad
a

Salford Royal Foundation Trust, Salford, UK; bRoyal Manchester
Children’s Hospital, Manchester, UK; cRoyal Preston Hospital,
Preston, UK; dUniversity of Texas McGovern Medical School,
Houston, TX, USA
Objectives: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the leading cause
of death in those under 40 (1). The objective of this study is
to assess whether patients presenting to our centre with TBI
who were receiving antiplatelet or anticoagulant medications, including those receiving novel agents, were more
likely to die in hospital compared to those that were not.
Design: This study is a prospective audit of adult patients
admitted to our neurosurgical centre between October 2016
and September 2017.
Subjects: Consecutive adult patient’s transferred as part of
the major trauma pathway with a TBI or as a tertiary referral
to neurosurgery were included.
Methods: Patients were identified by screening the neurosurgical referral database to identify all head injury referrals.
Patients who were later admitted under neurosurgery were
included. A subgroup analysis of those 75 was carried out.
Results: About 371 patients were included. 28% of patients
were 75 yrs old. Around 101 patients were receiving antiplatelets/anticoagulants/new oral anticoagulants (NOACs) or
were coagulopathic at presentation. Mortality rates were
higher in those on any antiplatelet (13%, RR 1.77, CI
0.78–4.04, p ¼ 0.17), NOAC (17%, RR 2.32, CI 0.68–8.86,
p ¼ 0.22) or anticoagulants (27%, RR 3.75, CI 1.73–8.40,
p ¼ 0.0008) than those that were not (7%) with the highest
rates of mortality in those who were coagulopathic or had
low platelets on presentation (50%, RR 6.97 CI 3.05-15.89
p < 0.0001). Univariate analysis X2¼7.80, p ¼ 0.02.
Conclusions: Our population is aging. With this comes an
increased prevalence of the use of antiplatelet or anticoagulant agents. Our study suggests that the use of anticoagulants or coagulopathy on presentation carries an increased
risk of mortality after TBI.

Reference
1. National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence: Guidance. Head
injury: triage, assessment, investigation and early management of head
injury in children, young people and adults. London: National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (UK), 2014.

AC4
Recommencement of anticoagulation/antiplatelet
therapy following CSDH following non-operative
management
S. Shaha and K. Georgeb
a
University of Manchester, Manchester, UK; bDepartment of
Neurosurgery, Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust, Salford, UK

AC5
The safety of prophylactic anticoagulation in the
presence of external ventricular drains – a
retrospective study
S. Patel, V. Alg, E. Tan, A. Mirza, A. Kailaya-Vasan and
D. C. Walsh
King’s College NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK
Objectives: The use of chemical thromboprophylaxis in the
presence of External Ventricular Drains (EVD) is a contentious
topic due to perceived associated risk of haemorrhage whilst
in-situ or on removal. Current practice is varied, often with
anticoagulation avoided and risk of thromboembolic events
accepted until the EVD can be removed or internalised.
There is limited high-quality evidence evaluating the haemorrhagic risk associated with chemical VTE prophylaxis.
Through a retrospective analysis, we aim to document this
risk in our patient population
Design: Nine-year single-centre retrospective analysis
Subjects: All adult patients who underwent placement of
an EVD between 01/01/2010 and 31/12/2018
Methods: Operation records and clinical notes were
reviewed to identify all patients who were commenced on
VTE prophylaxis with an EVD in-situ. Positive findings were
those with a subsequent clinically significant EVD related
haemorrhage (Classed as neurological deterioration or return
to theatre)
Results: Around 911 patients underwent at least one EVD
insertion. Chemical thromboprophylaxis was commenced in
613 cases with an EVD in-situ and held until after removal or
not commenced at all in the remaining 691 cases. No significant difference was detected in the occurrence of clinically
significant haemorrhage in those with LMWH (n ¼ 4) vs those
managed without (n ¼ 5) (p ¼ 0.901, Fisher’s exact test, OR
0.911 (CI 0.275–2.986)). There was no statistical difference in
VTE rates on direct comparison of both groups (30 vs 39 in
the early LMWH group, p ¼ 0.372, Fisher’s exact test, OR
1.236 (CI 0.783–1.969)). VTEs were noted to be diagnosed
early in admission in both groups
Conclusions: Our study did not demonstrate an increased
risk of clinically significant EVD related haemorrhage in
patients receiving chemical thromboprophylaxis. However,
this study raises a question as to the efficacy of thromboprophylaxis in an era of systematised prescription of mechanical
thromboprophylaxis which merits a prospective study

AC6
Recommencement of anti-thrombotics in elderly
head injury; a survey of UK practice
E. Edlmann and P. Whitfield
South West Neurosurgical Centre, Plymouth, UK
Objectives: Pre-injury use of anti-thrombotic (AT) medications is reported in around 50% of older patients presenting
with traumatic intracranial haemorrhage (tICH) (1). It is logical to stop them in the setting of acute tICH, however there
are no guidelines and very little literature on when it is safe
to recommence ATs. We sought to understand the variations
in practice in the UK to inform on possible future trial design
randomising to “early” and “late” AT recommencement.
Design: Online survey of consultant neurosurgical practice
circulated via the SBNS mailing list and personal contacts
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Subjects: Response was received from 62 UK consultant
neurosurgeons.
Results: Following tICH the majority of neurosurgeons are
very likely or likely to advise stopping aspirin, warfarin, rivoroxaban or clopidogrel if it is for AF (92%), stroke prevention
(85-90%) or previous MI (78%). Practice for other cardiac
indications such as stents and valves is more varied. The
most common time period for re-starting ATs is two weeks
in both conservatively and surgically managed tICH, and
approximately 80% of neurosurgeons suggest restarting
them within at least 4 weeks. Most surgeons (72%) would
consider recommencement to be early if it is within 1 week
and for late recommencement to be at four (39%) or six
(31%) weeks. Severity of injury and indication for AT are
clearly important factors to consider alongside this.
Conclusions: This is a challenging and heterogenous
patient group to define for a trial. It is clear that ATs are
nearly always stopped but the timing of recommencement
varies. It may be possible to randomise a focused group of
patients on AT for stroke prevention/AF, to early (<7 days)
and late (4 weeks) resumption. This requires further specialist
group consultation.
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Scotti, P., Seguin C., Lo B. W. Y., et al. Antithrombotic agents and
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and outcome of aneurysmal subarachnoid
haemorrhage patients in the University Hospital of
Wales
A. H. Fatha, E. M. Jonesa, B. E. Tumeltya,
A. M. Mohameda, L. I. Graya, J. A. V. Beijnuma,
A. N. Sastryb and J. A. Galeaa
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C8
Subarachnoid haemorrhage in covid-19: a tertiary
centre experience
B. J. Halla, J. Wellsb, J. C. Ogbunekec, C. Stoneleya and
E. Chavredakisa
a

The Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust, Liverpool, UK; bAintree
University Hospital, Liverpool, UK; cThe University of Liverpool,
Liverpool, UK

M2
The gender gap at neurosurgical conferences
J. Woodfielda, P. Copleya, M. Hughesa and
E. Edlmannb
a
Department of Clinical Neurosciences, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh, Scotland; bSouthwest Neurosurgical Centre, Plymouth,
England

M3
The utilisation of the MUST nutritional screening
tool in a neurosurgical cohort: an audit
R. Sundarama and E. S. Georgeb
a

C9
Do neurosurgery patients prefer telephone clinics?
A. Kumaria, M. Petric, A. Ali, E. Lucas, S. Basu and
A. Leggate
Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham, UK

C10
Patient and neurosurgeon perceptions of the virtual
neurosurgery consultations in the COVID-19 era: a
prospective mirror-survey evaluation study
S. S. C. Chagantya, H. W. Waltera, F. S. Smitha and
H. S. Sharmab
a

Peninsula Medical School, University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK;
University Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust, Plymouth, UK

b

C11
Telephone consultations in neuro-oncology during
the COVID-19 pandemic: levels of patient
satisfaction and comparison with traditional face-toface consultations
A. Shera, E. Tomana, C. Goddarda, F. Berkia, W. Garrett,
T Scotta, A. Stevensa, V. Petrika, I. Ughratdara,
A. Whitea, A. Zisakisa, C. Wattsb and V. Wykesb
a

University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Trust, Birmingham, UK;
Institute of Cancer and Genomic Sciences, University of
Birmingham, Birmingham, UK

University of Glasgow, Undergraduate Medical School, Glasgow, UK;
Department of Neurosurgery, Institute of Neurological Sciences,
Glasgow, UK

b

M4
Integrated care pathways in neurosurgery: a
systematic review
K. S. Leea, S. Yordanova, D. Stubbsb, A. Joanidesa and
B. Daviesa
a

Department of Clinical Neurosurgery, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, UK; bUniversity Department of Anaesthesia, University of
Cambridge, Cambridge UK

M5
Beanbag surgical positioner: evaluation of a new
surgical positioning device in neurosurgical practice
A. Perera, J. Philip, M. Khan, A. Elhag, P. Ghimire,
A. Mirza, J. Lavrador, F. Saud, K. Ashkan and R. Gullan
Kings College Hospital, London, UK

M6
Perception & recollection of risks and benefits in
neurosurgery patients: study of consent
E. Moursi, M. Abdelaal and J. George
Salford NHS Foundation Trust, Manchester, UK

b

MISCELLANEOUS
M1
Documented driving advice in neurosurgical
patients compared to current Driver and Vehicle
Licensing Agency (DVLA) guidance
E. J. Norton, F. R. A. Hogg and A. J. Martin
St George’s Hospital, London, UK

M7
Quality improvement project: improving oxygen
prescribing in a tertiary neurosurgical centre.
A. Vastani, A. B. Mirza, V. Graziadei and A. KailayaVasan
King’s College Hospital, London, UK

M8
The SELKaM trauma network virtual clinic: a
preliminary evaluation of the novel service
A. B. Mirza, M. Akhbari and E. Maratos
Kings College Hospital, London, UK
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M9
Usefulness of Royal College of Surgeons of England
operation note guidelines to neurosurgical practice:
a closed-loop audit
R. Bradley, A. McKinley, M. Bremner and S. Lammy
Institute of Neurological Sciences, Glasgow

ONCOLOGY
O1
Extent of resection in glioblastoma multiforme: a
10-year local survival analysis
P. G. McAleaveya,b, T. Hirstb, S. Rajkumarb, T. Flanneryb
and S. Rajkumarb
a

School of Medicine, Queen’s University Belfast, Belfast, UK;
Department of Neurosurgery, Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast, UK
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O2
Safer re-do glioblastoma surgery: an audit
J. Kang, S. Chowdhury, A. Ghosh and B. Vaqas

O6
Recovery of SMA syndrome: a fMRI case of the role
of lateral premotor cortical and subcortical
connections
M El Sheikh, K. Agyemang, M. Asha, N. Fullerton and
A. Grivas
Institute of Neurological Sciences, Queen Elizabeth University
Hospital, Glasgow, UK

O7
Tumour treating fields in glioblastoma: is the
treatment tolerable, effective, and practical in UK
patients?
F. O. Olubajo, J. Mills, A. Thorpe, A. Crofton,
M. Jenkinson and A. Brodbelt
The Walton Centre, Liverpool, UK
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O3
Proposal for supplemental cortical and novel
subcortical maps to Penfield’s motor homunculus:
intraoperative mapping study of pre-central motor
cortex and subcortex
P. Ghimirea, J. Lavradora, A. B. Mirzaa, R. Bhangooa,
R. Gullana, F. Vergania, K. Ashkana, N. Pereiraa,
H. Keebleb and J. Jarosza
a
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O4
Challenges of non-navigated intraoperative
ultrasound (ioUS) in adult cranial neuro-oncological
surgery
P. Ghimire, A. B. Mirza, J. Lavrador, S. Hazem,
R Gullan, R. Bhangoo, F. Vergani and K. Ashkan
King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK

O5
Fluorescein guided microsurgical resection of brain
tumours: technical setup and early experience in a
single centre
C. Y. Akhunbay-Fudge, M. Bautista, S. Awan,
J. Goodden, R. Mathew and A. Sheikh

O9
Service reconfiguration into an urgent elective
pathway for the management of glioblastoma
patients improves adjunct use and outcomes: a
single centre six year review
R. Suna, Sharmab, V. Wykesa and C. Wattsa
a

Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK; bWest Midlands
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O10
The burr-hole biopsy (where do we admit these
patients and what is their rate of complications?)
G. Bonanos, P. Peters and Y. Jabr
James Cook University Hospital, Middlesbrough UK

O11
The growth rate and clinical outcomes of radiationinduced meningioma undergoing treatment or
active monitoring- can we predict their path from
diagnosis?
C. S. Gillespiea, A. I. Islimb, C. P. Millwardc, N. Rathic,
CE Gilkesc, D. D. A. Lawsonc, S. J. Millsc,
E. Chavredakisc, A. Brodbeltc and M. Jenkinsonc
a
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O13
Therapeutic strategies and challenges in the
management of craniospinal tumours in pregnancy:
a 10-year retrospective tertiary centre study
P. Ghimire, G. Pang, J. Phillip, Q. A. Banna, A. Khan,
S. Hazem, K. Rajwani, J. Lavrador, G. Grahovac and
K. Ashkan

S6
Outcomes following surgery of cauda equina
syndrome, single-institution experience
M. Kumar, D. Hajra, Y. Putri, S. Singh and
B. Vilcinskaite
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire, Coventry, UK

King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK

SPINE
S1
Metastatic spinal cord compression – when should
we be operating?
K. Kehoe, L. Ferguson, M. Prasad and T. Opara
James Cook University Hospital, Middlesbrough, UK

S7
Case series – intradural disc in recurrence of lumbar
disc prolapse
B. Alhani
The Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, Birmingham, UK

S8
Vertebral artery injury during anterior cervical spine
surgery
S. Nissena and S. Thomsonb
a

S2
Estimating survival in patients treated surgically for
the metastatic cord compression – what can we
rely on?
O. Sleema, Y. T. Woob, M. Graingera, J. Dhira,
N. Furtadoa and M. Czyza,b
a

Department of Neurosurgery, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, UHB,
Birmingham, UK; bUniversity of Birmingham, Medical School,
Birmingham, UK

S3
Withdrawn
S4
Out-of-hours magnetic resonance imaging for
suspected cauda equina syndrome: lessons from a
comparative study across two centres
B. Sachdeva, A. Silvaa, M. Kostusiakb, Yousifa, G. Flinta,
J Dhira, N. Furtadoa and R. Laingb
a

Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK; bAddenbrooke’s
Hospital, Cambridge, UK

S5
Determining the outcomes of an emergency
department’s back pain pathway in the
investigation of suspected acute cauda equina
syndrome in a tertiary level hospital.
K. Karia, B. Sachdev, A. Gittens, J. Monga and
N. Furtado
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham, Birmingham, UK

Leeds School of Medicine, Leeds, UK; bLeeds General Infirmary,
Leeds, UK

S9
Cervical myelopathy mimicking intramedullary
tumour: a case report and review of literature.
A. Vats, F. Aziz and S. Khan
James Cook University Hospital, Middlesbrough, UK

S10
The Glasgow Lumbar Spinal Stenosis scale: an
individualised formula for the radiological
assessment of lumbar spinal stenosis
R. Bradley, A. Kumar and C. Barrett
Institute of Neurological Sciences, Glasgow, UK

S11
Development of a search filter for Ovid Embase for
degenerative cervical myelopathy
M. A. Khana, O. M. Mowfortha, I. L. Kuhnb,
M. R. N. Kottera and B. M. Daviesa
a

Academic Neurosurgery Unit, Department of Clinical Neurosurgery,
University of Cambridge, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK;
b
University of Cambridge Medical Library, University of Cambridge,
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S12
A multicentre review of surgical management and
outcomes in spinal intradural arachnoid cysts
A. B. Mirzaa, S. Sinhaa, A. Gebreyohanesb, A. Vastania,
J. Bartrama, V. Russob, D. Choib and A. Kailaya-Vasana
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Kings College Hospital, London, UK; bNational Hospital of
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S13
Management of spinal chordomas – our singleinstitution experience
J. Bartram, A. B. Mirza, Q. A. Banna, A. Vastani, M.
Okasha, E. Maratos, S. Barazi and N. Thomas
King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK

S19
Global Neurotrauma Outcomes Study Spine: an
international, multi-centre, prospective cohort study
on the injury profile, management and outcomes of
traumatic spinal injury
S. Medirattaa,b, J. Francisa,b, G. Balamuralic,
K Budohoskia,b, A. Joannidesa,b, T. Khanb,d, R. Kindle,
M Martinf, C. Nolang, A. Tirsitb,h, S. Woodrowi,
Hutchinsona,b and R. Trivedia,b
a

S14
A 10-year single centre experience of surgically
managed intradural extramedullary tumours
A. Vastani, A. B. Mirza, C. Syrris, T. Boardman, I. Ghani,
J Lavrador, A. Kailaya-Vasan and G. Grahovac

Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge, UK; bNIHR Global Health
Research Group on Neurotrauma, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, UK; cKauvery Hospital, Chennai, India; dNorth West
General Hospital & Research Center Peshawar, Peshawar, Pakistan;
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Singapore, Singapore; hAddis Ababa University, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia; iCleveland Clinic at Akron General Hospital, Akron,
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King’s College Hospital, London, UK

S15
Surgical site infections (SSI) in spine surgery:
retrospective analysis at a tertiary spinal
neurosurgery referral centre in UK
G. Pang, P. Ghimire, V. Graziadei, A. Kailaya-Vasan,
E Maratos, D. Bell, I. Malik and G. Grahovac
King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK

S20
When should complex schwannoma cases bridge
specialty divisions?
A. V. D. Broeck, T. Chaudhry, C. Shirley and M. Czyz
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

S21
Varied central cord syndrome practice in UK
A. E. Moursi, N. McSorley and K. Hossain-Ibrahim
Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, UK

S16
Avoidance of motor nerve injury during XLIF at L4-5
level by microscopic approach.
M. R. Hassan and D. Pal
Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds, UK

S22
Routine in-hospital radiographs following anterior
cervical discectomy and fusion surgery: neither
necessary nor cost-effective?
R. McCabe, J. Davies and M. Grainger
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

S17
Systematic review of radiological grading systems
for cervical foraminal stenosis
J. Meacock, M. Schramm, S. Selvanathan, S. Currie,
D. Stocken, D. Jayne and S. Thomson
Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds, UK

S18
Spinal subdural extra-arachnoid hygromas:
recognition and management of a post-operative
pathology
D. Thompson, T. Robinson and G. Malcolm
Southmead Hospital, Bristol, UKL

S23
Septic arthritis of facet joints: a systematic review
and pooled data analysis of 110 cases.
A. Boissaud-Cookea, L. Lewisb and N. Hadenc
a
University Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust, Plymouth, UK; bGuy’s and
St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK; cRoyal National
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S24
Long term PROMs (patient reported outcome
measures) for the non-operative management of
odontoid peg fractures in the elderly
H. K. C. Searle and A. K. Demetriades
Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
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T1
The impact of minimum unit pricing on traumatic
brain injury in Scotland: a retrospective cohort
study of routinely collected national data
M. Bashira, P. Bhattb, M. Thiruvothiyurc and
A. Poobaland
a
University of Aberdeen School of Medicine and Dentistry,
Aberdeen, Scotland; bDepartment of Neurosurgery, Aberdeen Royal
Infirmary, Aberdeen, Scotland; cDepartment of Medical Statistics,
University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, Scotland; dDepartment of Public
Health, University of Aberdeen School of Medicine, Medical Sciences
and Nutrition, Aberdeen, Scotland

Objectives: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a common cause
of disability and mortality and is associated with alcohol consumption. On 1st May 2018, the Scottish Government introduced Minimum Unit Pricing (MUP) legislation which set the
floor price at which alcohol can be sold to 50 pence per
unit. 1 While MUP has led to a 7.6% decrease in off-trade
alcohol purchases, 2 there are no studies investigating the
clinical impact of this legislation. This study aims to explore
the impact of MUP on traumatic brain injury in Scotland.
Design: Retrospective cohort study using routine, national
data collated by the Scottish Trauma Audit Group.
Subjects: Data was requested for all TBI incidents from the
1st of May to the 31st of December for 2017 and 2018.
Methods: Primary outcome was the proportion of TBI which
was associated with alcohol and secondary outcomes were
injury mechanism, injury severity, hospital course and short
term mortality. Analysis was conducted using multiple
regression models corrected for age, sex, season and
deprivation.
Results: There was no change in alcohol related TBI after
the implementation of MUP. There was no change in injury
mechanism, injury severity, hospital course and short term
mortality of TBI after MUP.
Conclusions: MUP has not resulted in a change in alcohol
related TBI nor in the mechanism and severity of TBI.
Limitations in analysis mean that findings should be interpreted with caution and further studies investigating the
clinical outcomes of MUP must be conducted.

References
1.
2.

Scottish Government. Alcohol and drugs: Minimum unit pricing. 2019.
Available from: https://www.gov.scot/policies/alcohol-and-drugs/minimum-unit-pricing/ Accessed [2020 Jul 20].
O’Donnell A., Anderson P., Jane-Llopis E., et al. Immediate impact of
minimum unit pricing on alcohol purchases in Scotland: controlled
interrupted time series analysis for 2015-18. Brit Med J 2019;366:l5274.

T2
Characteristics of patients presenting with mild
traumatic brain injuries (mTBIs): is it time we
considered mTBI a different clinical entity to
moderate and severe TBI?
S. Tomineya, J. A. Emelifeonwub, C. Kaliaperumalb and
P. J. D. Andrewsc

a
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, Glasgow, UK; bRoyal Infirmary
of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK; cCentre for Clinical Brain Science,
Edinburgh, UK

Objectives: To determine the demographics and short-term
outcomes of patients presenting to the emergency department with significant mild traumatic brain injuries (mTBI)
that met the SIGN guidelines for CT brain imaging.
Design: Prospective observational study.
Subjects: Eligible patients were adults (17 years old) that
met the SIGN guidelines for a CT scan of the brain following
TBI. They presented between April 2017 and July 2018 to a
level 1 trauma hospital. We defined mTBI as an alteration in
brain function, or other evidence of brain pathology, caused
by an external force and resulting in a post-resuscitation
GCS of 13 to 15.
Methods: We compared differences in mechanism of injury,
injury severity and 30-day outcomes between different
groups including between male and female patients, different age groups and different socioeconomic groups. We also
collected data on alcohol use, and prescription of anticoagulation and antiplatelet medications.
Results: A total of 709 patients (335 females and 374 males)
were included for analysis during the screening period.
Around 383 patients were excluded due to missing data on
sex and/or age. The average age of patients was 63 years
and 47% of patients were female. There was a male predominance in younger patients, but elderly female patients
exceeded elderly male patients. Young patients were more
likely to be from lower socioeconomic areas, whilst older
patients were more likely to be from more affluent areas.
The median length of stay in hospital was 0 days. Patients
intoxicated with alcohol had earlier discharge than those
not. Around 253 patients were on antiplatelet or anticoagulation medication but this was not associated with injury
severity or length of stay. There was one death (0.14% mortality) in this cohort.
Conclusions: The demographics, injury characteristics and
outcomes for mTBI are different to moderate and severe TBI.
mTBI should be considered a different disease entity with
different management strategies.

T3
Surgical site infection rates in trauma vs non-trauma
cranial neurosurgery patients
T. Nazar, J. Stephenson, S. Hasan and C. Uff
The Royal London Hospital, London, UK
Objectives: To determine Surgical Site Infection Rates in
Trauma vs Non-Trauma Cranial Neurosurgery patients at a
local neurosurgical trauma centre
Design: Retrospective observational study of infection rates
in the two cohorts over a six-month period:
January–June 2019.
Subjects: Around 180 adult and paediatric cranial subjects
in total were identified over the 6-month period: 135 nontrauma and 45 trauma patients.
Methods: All trauma and non-trauma neurosurgery patients
who underwent a cranial procedure for the first time in the
6 -month period were included in the study. All those undergoing cranioplasties were excluded due to the hypothesised
increased infection risk from a repeat procedure. All
Information was obtained from electronic health records and
the data gathered, mirrored those collected in the GIRFT
Surgical Site Infection (SSI) National Survey.
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Results: Trauma infection rate of 15.56% vs Non- trauma
infection rate of 4.44% (closely matching the reported 4.3%
in the 2019 GIRFT SSI survey). Chi-square analysis on Prism
9: p value 0.0126 (p < 0.05), Odds Ratio 3.96 (95% CI
1.35–12.93), thus conferring statistical significance. In each
group, there was no statistically significant difference
between mean: age, ASA, number of people in theatre, duration of surgery or method of skin closure. Of the 13 infected
patients (7 trauma and 6 non-trauma) none had post-op CSF
leaks. 7/13 were superficial craniotomy infections. The most
common pathogen isolated was Staphylococcus aureus (5/
13), while 4/13 patients had an unclear organism
Conclusions: As hypothesised, the infection rate in trauma
cranial neurosurgery patients was significantly higher than
their non- trauma counterparts. Prospective work with a
larger patient population would be helpful in establishing if
variables such as those mentioned above could account for
the difference. It would be worth implementing two separate pre-operative antibiotic prophylaxis guidelines for
trauma and non- trauma patients, with the former being
treated more aggressively.

VASCULAR SESSION
V1
Radiological surveillance of small unruptured
intracranial aneurysms: a systematic review, metaanalysis and meta-regression of 8428 aneurysms
K. S. Leea, J. J. Y. Zhangb, A. F. Alaladec, R. Vined, G.
Lanzinod, N. Parkc, G. Robertsc and N. T. Gurusinghec
a

Bristol Medical School, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK; bYong Loo
Lin School of Medicine, National University of Singapore, Singapore,
Singapore; cDepartment of Neurosurgery, Royal Preston Hospital,
Preston, UK; dDepartment of Neurosurgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
MN, USA
Objectives: This study aimed to assess the growth rate and
risk of rupture of small (7 mm) asymptomatic unruptured
intracranial aneurysm (UIA) and identify associated risk
factors.
Design: Systematic review and meta-analysis (and metaregression).
Subjects: Adult patients aged 18 and above who met all
the following criteria: diagnosed small UIA (7 mm), with
reported growth and rupture risks.
Methods: Systematic searches of Medline, Embase and
Cochrane Central were undertaken from database inception
to March 2020 for published studies reporting the growth
and rupture risks of small UIAs. Articles were selected for
inclusion if they were primary research on growth and rupture risks of small UIAs: randomised and observational studies and case series excluding case reports.
Results: Twenty one studies reporting 8428 small UIAs were
included in our meta-analysis. The pooled mean age was 61
years (95% CI: 55–67). The mean follow-up period for growth
and rupture ranged from 11 to 108 months, with the pooled
mean follow-up period across 14 studies being 42 months
(95% CI: 33–51). Pooled overall growth rate was 6.0% (95%
CI: 3.8–8.7). Pooled growth rate for aneurysms <5mm and
<3 mm were 5.2% (95% CI: 3.0–7.9) and 0.8% (95% CI:
0.0–6.1), respectively. Pooled overall rupture rate was 0.4%
(95% CI: 0.2–0.7). On meta-regression analysis, having

multiple aneurysms, smoking, hypertension and personal history of SAH did not significantly predict growth and a personal history of SAH, smoking, hypertension and multiple
aneurysms were not statistically significant predictors of
rupture.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that small UIAs have low
growth and rupture rates and very small UIAs have little or
no risk for rupture. In the setting of incidental small UIAs,
patients with multiple and/or posterior circulation aneurysms
require more regular radiological monitoring.

V2
3D volumetric analysis of unruptured intracranial
middle cerebral artery aneurysm: A potential new
modality to help guide interventional decisionmaking
K. Singha, R. Vemarajua, E. Jonesa, B. Tumeltya,
G Mattarb, J. V. Beijnuma, K. Hossain-Ibrahimc and
J. Galeaa
a
Department of Neurosurgery, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff,
UK; bDepartment of Radiology, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff,
UK; cNinewells Hospital, Dundee, UK

Objectives: This exploratory pilot study evaluated the feasibility of using 3D software analysis to measure the volume
of unruptured intracranial aneurysms and whether this could
potentially provide added insight into interventional decision
making.
Design: A retrospective analysis of the departmental neurovascular database was performed to identify unruptured
intracranial aneurysms which subsequently required treatment. Interval imaging was evaluated using 3D volumetric
analysis to determine volume change. The rate of change in
single axis measurement and volume were compared to
determine whether there was a uniform relationship.
Subjects: Adult patients with an unruptured intracranial
aneurysm of the middle cerebral artery (MCA) requiring
treatment were included. To limit variation, the patient
group was limited to MCA aneurysms without predisposing
factors (e.g. connective tissue disorders).
Methods: For exploratory analyses, 10 cases were initially
identified. 5 matched the inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Radiological reports were reviewed to determine the initial
and the pre-intervention single plane measurement. MR and
CT imaging from the same studies were then analysed using
open-source 3DSlicer software (Harvard, USA) to determine
volume change.
Results: Average aneurysm maximum diameter was 7.8 mm
(range 6.0 mm–14.5 mm). The increase in fundus measurement precipitating intervention was broadly similar between
all cases (mean 1.5 mm, range 1.0 mm–2.1 mm). When comparing aneurysms with a similar rate of single-axis growth,
volume change was found to non-uniform. 3D voxel morphology analysis suggests that aneurysms reported as
increasing at similar rates along a single axis can exhibit
widely varying patterns of growth.
Conclusions: Volumetric analysis of cerebral aneurysms is
feasible. The ability to identify varying growth morphology
may highlight different wall shear stress patterns and further
aid stratification of rupture risk. Future work will seek to
determine which method is superior in determining rupture
risk in a larger dataset.
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V3
Value in discovering unruptured intracranial
aneurysms (VIDUA) study: a UK-based costeffectiveness analysis
A. B. Mirza, Y. R. Guadarrama, F. Bala, D. Thompson,
M. Pennington, T. Booth and A. Kailaya-Vasan
Kings College Hospital, London, UK
Objectives: With increasing availability and frequency of
neurological imaging over the past decades, greater numbers of unruptured intracranial aneurysms (UIAs) are being
detected, resulting in a dilemma for both patient and clinician. Our health economic study uses real-world data to
compare the lifetime costs and consequences of current
management of UIAs in the UK with two alternative scenarios of no treatment following discovery and a hypothetical
no discovery scenario.
Design: Single centre, retrospective cohort and health economic study.
Subjects: Real-world data set: 353 patients with UIA and
814 patients with ruptured intracranial aneurysms Health
Economic Model: population of a decision model as the
hypothetical cohort (of 1,000 patients) that populates the
simulation.
Methods: Retrospective collection of medical, surgical,
endovascular and follow up outcome data of patients with
both ruptured and unruptured aneurysms at a neurosurgical
centre over 5 yrs. Risk models, ISUIA and PHASES, used to
predict rupture risk in order to perform sensitivity analysis.
Markov model was used to estimate the lifetime impact of
different management strategies on costs and health outcomes, in Quality Adjusted Life- Years (QALYs). Costs were
estimated using the NHS tariff score.
Results: Current UK care of UIAs, whilst using ISUIA to evaluate the rupture risk is cost-effective in the UK at a threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained when compared to no
intervention. In contrast, when PHASES is used to predict
rupture risk, and that risk is lower, current care has little
impact on life expectancy and quality-adjusted life expectancy is not improved.
Conclusions: Our health economic study shows that the
current UK practice is cost-effective in the management
of UIAs.

V4
External assessment of brain arteriovenous
malformation haemorrhage scores, AVICH, ICH
and R2ED
B. A. Taweela, C. S. Gillespiea, G. E. Richardsona,
M. A. Mustafaa, T. Alib, A. I. Islima, C. Hannanc and
E. Chavredakisa
a
Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust, Liverpool, UK; bNHS Tayside,
Dundee, UK; cSalford Royal Foundation NHS Trust, Manchester, UK

Objectives: To externally assess Brain Arteriovenous
Malformation (bAVM) haemorrhage scores, AVICH and ICH
for prediction of poor functional outcomes post-bAVM haemorrhage (mRS >2), and the R2ED score for predicting
occurrence of AVM haemorrhage.
Design: External validation based on single centre retrospective cohort data.
Subjects: Around 250 patients (Mean age ¼46.24 [SD
¼16.5], M:F ¼ 0.92) diagnosed with MRI/DSA confirmed

bAVM at the Walton Centre NHS foundation trust between
2007 and 2018.
Methods: Patient baseline variables were collected. Both
the AVICH score and the ICH score (for comparison) were
calculated for all AVM-related symptomatic haemorrhage
(SH) using modified Rankin Scale scores (mRS) at discharge,
and again for mRS at last follow-up, whereas R2ED scores
were calculated exclusively for patients with the first presentation of SH. Score performance was assessed using the Cstatistic.
Results: Of the studied cohort, 93 patients (37.2%) presented with symptomatic haemorrhage (SH), and a further
11 (4.4%) of initially conservatively managed bAVMs suffered
SH (median follow-up ¼44.5 months, [IQR ¼23.57–93.54]).
The AVICH score (104pts) showed a C-statistic of 0.66 (95%
confidence interval [CI], 0.52–0.78) using discharge mRS and
a C-statistic of 0.66 (95% CI, 0.54–0.79) using follow-up mRS.
The ICH score (104pts) showed a C-statistic of 0.73 (CI
0.61–0.86), using discharge mRS and a C-statistic of 0.74
(0.62–0.86) using mRS at follow-up. The R2ED score (93pts)
showed a C-statistic of 0.602 (95% CI, 0.53–0.67) in predicting bAVM haemorrhage.
Conclusions: Based on standard classification of ROC curves:
(1–0.9: Excellent, 0.8–0.9:Good, 0.7–0.8:Fair, 0.6–0.7:Poor,
0.5–0.6:Very poor), the following interpretations can be
made: The AVICH score showed poor performance in both
tests, in contrast to the ICH score, which showed fair performance. The ICH score is therefore the clinical score of
choice to predict both short-term and long-term functional
outcome in patients suffering from SH secondary to bAVM.
The R2ED score demonstrated poor performance, and it’s
clinical utility in predicting bAVM haemorrhage remains
unclear.

V5
Characteristics and predictors of haemorrhage in
cavernomas – a retrospective study
K. E. Alnahama, C. Hannanb, A. I. Islima, B. A. Taweela,
C. Gillespiea, G. E. Richardsona and E. Chavredakisa
a
The Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust, Liverpool, UK; bSalford
Royal NHS Foundation Trust, Salford, UK

Objectives: To determine risk of haemorrhage in patients
with cavernoma and to explore associated factors.
Design: Single centre study based on retrospective
cohort data.
Subjects: Around 567 patients (767 cavernomas) radiologically diagnosed with cavernoma between Jan 2007 and Jan
2019 (median age 47 yrs [IQR 35–60], M:F ¼ 0.964). 88 had
multiple cavernomas.
Methods: Patient demographics, clinical presentation, lesion
characteristics, initial and subsequent haemorrhages, management, and clinical/radiological outcomes were recorded.
Multivariate cox regression analysis was used to assess baseline characteristic association with haemorrhage.
Results: Around 361 (47.1%) cavernomas were found incidentally, 167 (21.8%) presented with seizures, 145 (18.9%)
with haemorrhages, and 93 (12.1%) had other presentations.
In addition to haemorrhage at presentation, a further 37 cavernomas haemorrhaged during follow-up. Median radiological follow-up was 32 months [IQR 6–64], and median clinical
follow-up was 47 months [IQR 19–85]. Median time to haemorrhage was 31 months [IQR 13–62]. Factors significantly
associated with occurrence of haemorrhage after initial presentation: age (HR 0.962 [95% CI 0.941–0.984], p ¼ 0.001),
eloquent location (HR 2.038 [95% CI 1.035–4.014], p ¼ 0.040),
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and larger size (HR 1.035 [95% CI 1.009–1.063], p ¼ 0.008).
Other factors considered that did not achieve significance
include presentation, sex, and familial multiple cavernous
malformation syndrome. 97.2% of patients were haemorrhage free at 5 years, and 95.9% remained haemorrhage free
at 10 yrs.
Conclusions: Age, size, and eloquent location were found
to be significantly associated with risk of haemorrhage in
cavernoma patients, indicating that some baseline characteristics may be utilised in personalised risk stratification. There
was an overall low number of haemorrhages occurring during follow-up. Revision of follow-up indication for cavernomas may be warranted as current rationale is unclear.

V6
Investigation and management of serum sodium
after subarachnoid haemorrhage (SaSH): a survey of
practice in the United Kingdom and Republic of
Ireland
S. Tomineya,b, K. Bawejac, J. Woodfieldd,e,
T. Chambersf,g, M. Poond,h, A. Wigginsd, P. Brennand,e
and J. Loand,e,f
a

Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, Glasgow, UK; bUniversity of
Glasgow, Glasgow, UK; cGlasgow Royal Infirmary, Glasgow, UK;
d
Department of Clinical Neurosciences, Edinburgh, UK; eThe
University of Edinburgh Centre for Clinical Brain Sciences,
Edinburgh, UK; fThe University of Edinburgh Centre for Discovery
Brain Sciences, Edinburgh, UK; gEdinburgh Centre for Diabetes and
Endocrinology, Edinburgh, UK; hThe University of Edinburgh Usher
Institute of Population Health Sciences and Informatics,
Edinburgh, UK
Objectives: Hyponatraemia commonly occurs following
aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH). There are no
consensus UK management guidelines for hyponatraemia
after SAH and the optimal strategy is uncertain. We aimed
to determine current UK neurosurgical practices for the identification, investigation and management of hyponatraemia
after SAH.
Design: This was a cross-sectional survey.
Subjects: UK and Irish neurosurgical trainees and
consultants.
Methods: UK and Irish neurosurgical trainees and consultant
collaborators
in
the
Sodium
after
Subarachnoid
Haemorrhage (SaSH) audit completed an online
questionnaire.
Results: Between August 2019 and June 2020, we received
43 responses from 31 of 32 UK and Ireland adult neurosurgical units (NSUs). Where multiple responses were received
from a single unit, a consensus response was obtained. All
units reported routine measurement of serum sodium either
daily or every other day for all patients after SAH. For
patients with hyponatremia, all units measured serum
sodium daily. Most NSUs routinely measured paired serum
and urinary osmolalities (94%), urinary sodium (84%), daily
fluid balance (84%) to investigate hyponatraemia after SAH.
However, few measured glucose (19%), morning cortisol
(13%), or performed a short Synacthen test (3%).
Management of hyponatraemia varied, with units reporting
use of oral sodium supplementation (77%), fluid restriction
(58%), hypertonic saline (55%), and fludrocortisone (19%).

Sixteen units (52%) routinely sought advice from an endocrinologist. Only thirteen units (42%) reported having protocols
for monitoring and investigation (26%), and/or management
(29%) of hyponatremia after SAH. No difference in practices
was reported by units with and without protocols.
Conclusions: The reported assessment of serum sodium
after SAH was consistent between units, whereas management of hyponatraemia varied. This may reflect the lack of a
specific evidence-base to inform practice.
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Pooled analysis on the risk factors for cerebellar
mutism syndrome
N. Nazara, M. Teob, R. Ashidab and R. Edwardsc
a

University of Bristol, Bristol, UK; bSouthmead Hospital, Bristol, UK;
Bristol Royal Hospital for Children, Bristol, UK

c

Objectives: To investigate and determine the risk factors
associated with cerebellar mutism syndrome (CMS) where
there remains no common consensus on the exact aetiologies, partly due to the small sample sizes of many CMS
studies.
Design: Retrospective literature search using PubMed, Web
of Science and ScienceDirect to identify papers published in
English language that reported risk factors for CMS between
the years 1966–2020.
Subjects.: Nine papers with data available for analysis were
included on the following risk factors: tumour type, posterior
fossa midline tumour location, brainstem involvement,
tumour size >5 cm, surgical technique, gender, extent of
tumour resection.
Methods: Revman software was used to perform a combined statistical analysis of the risk factors for CMS, with different weighting allocated based on their respective sample
sizes and study qualities.
Results: A total of 3405 patients data was available for
pooled analysis. For posterior fossa tumour types, 71/217
(33%) of patients with medulloblastoma developed CMS
compared to 10% (27/276) of patients with other tumours
(OR 4.3, 95% CI 2.60–7.12, p < 0.00001). 34.5% (66/191) with
brainstem involvement versus 16.4% (92/560) without brainstem involvement developed CMS (p < 0.00001, OR 3.67,
95% CI 2.37–5.70). Out of 528 patients, tumours with midline
localisation resulted in 1.75 times higher risk of developing
CMS compared to non-midline tumours (p ¼ 0.009). 20/41
(49%) with tumour size >5 cm, compared to 29/108 (27%)
with tumour <5 cm developed CMS (OR 4.09, p ¼ 0.002).
Vermian incision resulted in 15 times higher risk of developing CMS compared to telovelar approach (p < 0.00001).
Gender and extent of tumour resection were not risk factors
associated with CMS development.
Conclusions: Based on our analysis, significant risk factors
were medulloblastoma tumour type, midline posterior fossa
tumour location, brainstem involvement, large tumour size
and vermis splitting technique. Unproven risk factors were
gender, extent of tumour resection.
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bolus arrival time (BAT). The objective of this study was to
characterise perfusion metrics of CBF and BAT following posterior fossa tumour resection in children, and to investigate
how changes in perfusion metrics are modulated by perioperative clinical features of cerebellar mutism syndrome
(CMS), and symptomatic hydrocephalus requiring pre-resection CSF diversion.
Design: Prospective case-control study (clinicaltrials.gov
#NCT03471026).
Subjects: 44 patients were scanned at three timepoints
(pre-operatively, post-operatively and at 3 months follow-up)
with single- and multi-inflow time (TI) ASL, multi-shell diffusion-weighted and volumetric T1-weighted MRI sequences.
Post-operative CMS status was determined by direct clinical
evaluation, followed up at 2 months.
Methods: Regional analyses of CBF and BAT were conducted using co-registered anatomical parcellations. ANOVA
and multivariable linear mixed-effects modelling analysis
approaches were used.
Results: Single-TI CBF increased after tumour resection, and
at follow-up scanning (p < 0.0001); these changes were confirmed on multi-TI CBF (p < 0.0001). BAT decreased after
tumour resection, and at follow-up scanning (p < 0.0001).
Post-operatively, CBF was lower (p ¼ 0.000478) and BAT was
higher (p ¼ 0.0260) following midline surgical approaches to
posterior fossa tumours. Multivariable linear mixed-effects
modelling showed regional perfusion changes were more
pronounced in the six children who presented with symptomatic obstructive hydrocephalus requiring pre-resection CSF
diversion, with hydrocephalus lowering baseline CBF by
19.4 ± 6.04 ml/100g/min (mean ± S.E.). Children diagnosed
with CMS (8/44, 18.2%) had significantly higher CBF at follow-up imaging than those without (p ¼ 0.000116), but no
differences in pre- or post-operative perfusion parameters
were seen.
Conclusions: Multi-TI ASL shows promise as a non-invasive
tool to evaluate cerebral perfusion in the setting of paediatric obstructive hydrocephalus. Post-operative CBF appears to
be influenced by surgical approach to posterior fossa
tumours, and CBF at delayed follow-up is increased in children following recovery from CMS.

PO2a
Tractographic analysis of the dentato-rubrothalamo-cortical tracts in children using
diffusion MRI
S. M. Toescua,b, P. W. Halesb, E. Kadenb,
L. M. Lacerdab, C. A. Clarkb and K. Aquilinaa
a

Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, UK; bInstitute of Child
Health, University College London, London, UK
Objectives: Damage to the dentato-rubro-thalamo-cortical
tract (DRTC), the main outflow pathway of the cerebellum,
has been implicated in cerebellar mutism syndrome seen in
up to 25% of children after cerebellar tumour resection. The
aim of this study was to investigate in detail the frontal and
cerebellar connections of the DRTC in healthy children using
diffusion MRI (dMRI).
Design: Prospective cohort study.
Subjects: Thirty healthy children (median 10.7 yrs, range
7.3–21.8 yrs).
Methods: Subjects underwent volumetric T1-weighted and
multi-shell (b ¼ 0, 1000, 2200 s/mm2) diffusion MRI. Locallyseeded tractography segmented the DRTC using constrained
spherical deconvolution modelling. Cortical regions were
extracted from T1 Freesurfer parcellations registered to
dMRI. The cortical terminations of the DRTC were plotted on
a group template in dMRI space. The number of tractography streamlines terminating in cortical regions were normalised by total tract streamline count and by region volume.
Cortical-bound streamline bundles were warped to the
group template to assess their distribution at the superior
cerebellar peduncle (SCP). Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test was used
to compare medians across brain regions, with post-hoc
false discovery rate-adjusted Wilcoxon test pairwise
comparisons.
Results: The highest density of DRTC connections were to
the precentral (M1) and superior frontal gyri (F1), and from
cerebellar lobules I-IV and IX (all KW test p < 0.001). The first
evidence of a topographic organisation of anterograde projections to the frontal cortex at the level of the SCP is demonstrated, with streamlines terminating in F1 lying
dorsomedially in the SCP compared to those terminating
in M1.
Conclusions: The predominant cortical projections of the
DRTC are to motor and speech areas. A fronto-topic organisation of anterograde projections to the frontal cortex at the
level of the SCP is shown for the first time. These novel anatomical insights into this well-studied pathway may prove to
be of clinical relevance in the surgical resection of cerebellar
tumours.

PO2c
Spatiotemporal changes in along-tract profilometry
of cerebellar peduncles in cerebellar mutism
syndrome
S. M. Toescua,b,c,d, L. Bruckerta, R. Jabarkheele,
D. Yeciese, G. Grante, K. Mankadd, C. Clarkc,
K. Aquilinad, H. Feldmana, K. Travisa and K. Yeoma,b
a

Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA, USA;
Depertment of Radiology, Lucille Packard Children’s Hospital,
Stanford, CA, USA; cInstitute of Child Health, UCL, London, UK;
d
Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, UK; eDepartment of
Neurosurgery, Lucille Packard Children’s Hospital, Stanford, CA, USA
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PO2b
Multiple inflow-time arterial spin labelling perfusion
metrics in paediatric posterior fossa tumour surgery
S. M. Toescua,b, P. W. Halesb, J. Cooperc, E. W. Dysona,
K Mankadc, J. D. Claydenb, C. A. Clarkb and
K. Aquilinaa
a
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Objectives: Arterial spin labelling (ASL) MRI is a non-invasive means of quantifying cerebral blood flow (CBF) and

Objectives: Cerebellar mutism syndrome (CMS) occurs in
25% of children following resection of posterior fossa
tumours. Damage to the superior cerebellar peduncles (SCP)
has been implicated. Our objective was to perform automated tractography of the cerebellar peduncles (CPs) to provide a high-resolution spatiotemporal profile of diffusion MRI
changes in CMS.
Design: Retrospective case-control.
Subjects: Thirty children with medulloblastoma (mean
age ± S.D. 8.8 ± 3.8 yrs) imaged at four time points over one
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year; 49 healthy control children (9.0 ± 4.2 yrs). CMS status
determined by case note review.
Methods: Subjects underwent volumetric T1-weighted and
diffusion MRI. Automated Fiber Quantification (AFQ) was
used to segment each subject’s CPs. Fractional anisotropy
(FA) was computed at 30 nodes along each tract. A nonparametric permutation-based method was used to generate
a critical cluster size and p-value for by-node ANOVA group
comparisons. Z-scores for patients’ FA at each node were
calculated based on controls’ nodal FA values, and group
differences assessed using false discovery rate-corrected ttests.
Results: Thirteen patients developed CMS. The left SCP
showed the greatest effect sizes in group comparisons of
along-tract profiles: FA was lower post-operatively in those
with CMS, and this was particularly pronounced towards the
distal SCP (p ¼ 4.32 x 10–6), an effect which persisted up to
1y (p ¼ 4.03 x 10–7). The right SCP showed similar, although
weaker, associations. FA in the proximal right inferior CP was
reduced in patients with CMS across all timepoints
(p < 0.0487); FA was increased at the extremes of the middle
CP in CMS patients. No differences were seen in along-tract
profiles of the left inferior CP.
Conclusions: Children with CMS show changes in FA in
most CPs, but particularly at the distal regions of the SCP,
and persistent changes in the SCPs up to a year post-operatively. These findings will have clinical implications on neurosurgeons performing resection of midline paediatric
posterior fossa tumours.

PO3
Improving prognostication in paediatric
medulloblastoma using a magnetic resonance
imaging biomarker
A. Mitoko
Nottingham Neurosurgery Department, Children’s Brain Tumour
Research Centre, Nottingham, UK
Objectives: Metastatic medulloblastoma (MB) manifests in
one-third of patients at diagnosis conferring a poor prognosis. Our limited capacity to detect dissemination results in
erroneous risk stratification of patients. We hypothesised
that differential levels of functionally active matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2) as expressed by a panel of primary
and metastatic sub-grouped MB cell lines and patient
tumours, will correlate with their propensity to metastasise.
Once detected using our locally synthesised 19FluorineMMP-MRI biosensor, this work may validate MMP-2 as a clinically relevant and robust imaging biomarker.
Design: Experimental research
Subjects: Nine sub-grouped medulloblastoma cell lines and
cerebrospinal fluid from 6 paediatric medulloblastoma
patients were investigated.
Methods: Protein microarrays, western blotting and qRTPCR were performed to determine the levels of MMP-2 protein and gene expression in primary and metastatic medulloblastoma cell lines. Levels of MMP-2 functional activity of the
conditioned cell line supernatants and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) from paediatric patients with medulloblastoma were
assayed using gelatin zymography and biosensor imaging.
Results: Our data strongly suggests that MMP-2 gene and
protein is upregulated in metastatic MB cell lines. This was
most evident in a matched pair of Group 4 MB where the
recurrent cell line CHLA-01R MED consistently expressed
higher MMP-2 at all regulatory levels than its primary counterpart, CHLA-01 MED. This finding was also reflected in their

increased migratory capacity in invasion assays. Zymography
of patient CSF demonstrated statistically significant increased
levels of functionally active MMP-2 in the recurrent samples,
while our 19Fluorine-MRI-MMP biosensor imaging demonstrated increased signal from the Fluorine moiety following
degradation by the MMP2 contained in the cell supernatant
and patient CSF.
Conclusions: Levels of functionally active MMP-2 could
prove to be a sensitive pre-operative marker of metastasis in
paediatric patients with medulloblastoma, as well as an
intra-operative marker of residual metastatic cells to enhance
our safe maximal resection.

PO4
Validation of MGMT immunohistochemistry vs
pyrosequencing and the role of inflammation in the
prediction of response to treatment in glioblastoma
H. Iftikhara, F. Roncarolib, T. Karabatsoua, C. Healb,
C McBainc, N. Robertsd and A. Wallaced
a

Salford Royal Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Greater Manchester,
UK; bUniversity of Manchester, Manchester, UK; cThe Christie NHS
Foundation Trust, Manchester, UK; dManchester Centre for Genomic
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Objectives: The objectives of the study were as follows: (1)
To compare MGMT immunohistochemistry with pyrosequencing in the prediction of response to treatment in glioblastoma. (2) To establish a pyrosequencing cut-off for
methylation that best predicts survival. (3) To determine
whether inflammation influences response to treatment in
glioblastoma
Design: DNA for pyrosequencing was extracted from formalin-fixed/paraffin-embedded tissue of a representative
area of each of the 100 tumours. The extent of inflammation
was assessed with immunohistochemistry on these using an
anti-Iba1 antibody. Three anti-MGMT antibodies were tested
using
immunoperoxidase
immunohistochemistry
on
20 GBMs.
Subjects: Data of 206 patients operated of GBM between
January 2014 to December 2015 was retrieved from electronic records at SRFT. 100 patients who underwent surgical
excision and the standard radio-chemotherapy protocol were
selected.
Methods: DNA for pyrosequencing was extracted from formalin-fixed/paraffin-embedded tissue of a representative
area of each of the 100 tumours. Anti-Iba1 antibodies were
used to for immunohistochemistry to assess inflammatory
cells. Three anti-MGMT antibodies were tested using immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry on 20 GBMs to assess
MGMT protein expression. The Receiver Operating Curve was
used to determine the pyrosequencing cut-off which was
subsequently validated using Cox regression. The KaplanMeier model and log-rank test were used to assess the predictive value of immunohistochemistry.
Results: Results demonstrated that a cut-off of 10% for
pyrosequencing is predictive of treatment response.
Inflammatory cells did not affect pyrosequencing results and
did not influence survival. Immunohistochemistry is limited
by high interobserver variability and poor correlation with
MGMT promoter methylation.
Conclusions: Our study suggests the use of pyrosequencing
with a cut-off of 10% methylation as methodology of choice
to assess MGMT status in patients with GBM. This threshold
is now being used at one of the biggest neurosurgery
centres in Europe to stratify patients for treatment. Unlike
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previous studies, the extent of inflammatory infiltration did
not correlate with outcome.

PO5
Area 55b: perioperative mapping and language
outcomes
S. Hazem, M. Awan, J. P. Lavrador, F. Vergani,
R. Bhangoo, K. Ashkan, R. Gullan and A. Kailaya-Vasan

P. Ghimirea, J. Lavradora, A. B. Mirzaa, H. Keebleb,
N. Perieraa, R. Bhangooa, F. Vergania and J. Jarosza
a
King’s College Hospital, London, UK; bInomed Neurocare Ltd,
London, UK

Objectives: The study analyzes the monitoring and subcortical mapping techniques for intra-axial visual eloquent
tumours and their impact in the visual outcome.
Design: It is a single-centre prospective study from
2018–2020.
Subjects: Patients with intra-axial visual eloquent tumours
(n ¼ 34) were included in the study.
Methods: Single-center prospective study of patients admitted for surgery of intra-axial visual eloquent tumours was
performed. Pre-operative visual pathway tractography and
intraoperative monitoring data were collected and correlated
with extent of resection, surgical technique and visual
outcome.1,2
Results: About 55.88% patients (n ¼ 19) had homonymous
quadrantanopia/hemianopia and 23.53% patients (n ¼ 8) had
hemiparesis. The majority of the tumours were right-sided
(79%) with an even distribution along the temporal, parietal
and occipital lobes. Occipital (91.67%-gross total) and parietal tumours (84.62%-gross total) had the larger extent of
resection and the occipital location was related with the better visual outcome (stable/improved) (p ¼ 0.006). Direct cortical recordings (DCR) were predominantly used in occipital
lesions, scalp recordings (SR) in temporal and parietal lesions
and positive subcortical stimulation were achieved in parietal
and occipital lesions. The direct cortical recordings (DCR),
better recorded with metastasis (p ¼ 0.040), correlated with
the visual outcome (p ¼ 0.019).
Conclusions: Direct cortical recording (DCR) of visual
evoked potentials and subcortical stimulation of the optic
radiations are reliable techniques to monitor and map the
visual pathways in visual eloquent asleep craniotomies to
improve the visual outcome.

King’s College NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK
Objectives. Simplistic approaches to language circuits are
being continuously challenged by new findings in the brain
structure and connectivity. Area 55b is a novel region of
interest described in the frontal lobe potentially in language
production.
Design. Case series
Subjects. Sixty-five awake craniotomies were performed
between 2012 and 2020, and twenty-four patients were
included.
Methods. Retrospective single-centre cohort study of
patients who have undergone awake craniotomy for tumour
resection. Inclusion criteria were successful language mapping and frontal lobe lesions. Exclusion criteria were awake
motor mapping alone, failed awake craniotomy and nonfrontal lesions. nTMS, tractography and intraoperative findings in area 55b were analysed. Demographic, clinical, and
neuropathological data were collected. Language outcomes
were assessed with the Sheffield Screening Test and structured pre-operative and post-operative interviews.
Results. nTMS elicited 42 positive responses, 76.2% in the
IFG, hesitation was the most common error (71.4%). In the
Area 55b, there were 7 positive errors, 6 of them confirmed
intraoperatively. Intraoperatively, there were 33 cortical positive responses- 2 (6.0%) in the SFG, 15 (45.5%) in the MFG,
and 16 (48.5%) in the IFG: and 29 subcortical positive
responses- 21 in the deep to IFG-MFG and 8 deep to SFGMFG. The most common errors identified were: speech arrest
at cortical level (20 responses: 13 in IFG, 7 in MFG) and
anomia at subcortical level (9 patients: 8 in deep IFG-MFG, 1
in deep MFG-SFG). 83.3% had a transitory deterioration of
language after surgery, mainly due to the expressive component. An increase number of gyri with intraoperative positive
responses were related with better pre-operative (p ¼ 0.037)
and worse post-operative (p ¼ 0.029) outcomes mainly
related with the expressive component of language. The
involvement of SFG-MFG subcortical area was related with
worse language outcomes in the expressive component of
language (p ¼ 0.037). Positive TMS mapping in the IFG was
related with a better pre-operative language outcome
(p ¼ 0.017) due to a better performance in the expressive
component whilst positive mapping in the MFG was related
to a worse receptive component of language (p ¼ 0.031)
Conclusions: This case series suggests Area 55b as an
important integration cortical hub for both dorsal but also
ventral streams of language. Our case series demonstrated
that this area is a cluster of positive intraoperative responses
in the MFG and that pre-operative mapping can help in predicting its involvement in the complex language network.

PO6
Intraoperative mapping/monitoring of the optic
pathways for intra-axial visual eloquent tumours
during asleep craniotomy
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PO7
Non-contrast enhancing intra-axial lesions: can
advanced MRI techniques aid prediction of the WHO
grade?
G. Pang, J. P. Lavrador, Q. A. Banna, R. W. Gullan,
F. Vergani, K. Ashkan and R. Bhangoo
King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK
Objectives. To evaluate the ability of advanced MRI techniques to predict the WHO grade of non-contrast enhancing
intra-axial lesions.
Design. Single centre retrospective cohort study.
Subjects. Adult patients discussed in the neuro-oncology
MDT from 2010 – 2020, treatment naïve, pre-operative
advanced MRI with contrast, diffusion, permeability and
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perfusion available, post-operative diagnosis of lower grade
glioma (WHO 2016 Grade II–III).
Methods. Patient records, pathology and imaging reviewed.
Statistical analysis was performed comparing confirmed
WHO Grade to pre-operative radiological features. The accuracy of the combined analysis of the diffusion, perfusion and
permeability data in non contrast-enhancing lesions - D2P
Index - was assessed.
Results. Fifty eight patients were included in data analysis.
Thirty seven patients were diagnosed with WHO Grade II (18
astrocytomas; 19 Oligodendrogliomas) and 21 patients with
WHO Grade III (11 astrocytomas; 10 oligodendrogliomas).
With regards to the radiological characteristics, in WHO
Grade II subgroup, 3 (8.11%) patients had contrast-enhancing lesions; 1 (2.70%) patient had increased permeability; 9
(24.32%) had increased perfusion and 1 (2.70%) patient had
restricted diffusion. In the WHO Grade III subgroup, 16
(76.19%) patients had contrast-enhancing lesions, 5 (23.81%)
patients had increased permeability, 9 (42.86%) increased
perfusion and 8 (38.10%) patients had restricted diffusion. In
univariate analysis of each radiographic feature, only
restricted diffusion correlated with WHO grade (p ¼ 0.004).
The correlation of the D2P Index with the WHO grading system after surgery was assessed. The univariate analysis
(p ¼ 0.027) and multivariate analysis adjusting for 1p19q
codeletion (p ¼ 0.037) showed significant statistically relation
of a higher D2P Index with a higher WHO grading.
Conclusions: With modern imaging technologies, the combination of diffusion, permeability and perfusion data can be
used to aid MDT decision making process in predicting biological markers for subsequent assessment for neuro-oncological treatment.
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